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1.0 Introduction

1.1 Executive Summary
The ‘‘ICOMOS Pasifika Project” was undertaken in support of the growth of an ICOMOS presence in the
Pacific Islands in response to one of the aims of the Australia ICOMOS’ Strategic Plan 2011-2016. It was
developed in association with ICOMOS Pasifika and National Trust of Fiji Islands. The Department of
Heritage and Arts Fiji, and Levuka Town Council have provided venue and logistics support.
Levuka Historical Port Town Heritage Conservation Workshop (Levuka Workshop from here on) was the first
hands-on practical workshop since the inscription of Levuka Historical Port Town on the World Heritage List
in 2013. It provided capacity building training to more than 50 participants ranging from carpenters (there
were 57 participants altogether with the experts and government officials)
Australia ICOMOS’ intention for an ICOMOS Pasifika Project was announced by Kerime Danis (the then
Secretary, now President of Australia ICOMOS) at the 5th World Heritage Pacific Workshop held in Suva at
the end of November 2013. The delegates were invited to submit proposals for projects to be undertaken in
partnership with Australia ICOMOS and to benefit from the balance funding received from the Australian
Government to support the activities of the then ICOMOS International Vice President, Ms Kristal Buckley.
Of the five proposals received, the Australia ICOMOS Executive Committee selected the project Good
Practice for the Conservation of Levuka WH Historical Buildings to benefit from this initiative. The project in
Levuka, which was nominated by the President of ICOMOS Pasifika, Christophe Sand, was chosen as the
most suitable project in recognition of that the long-term conservation and restoration work has begun and
for the local community’s willingness and enthusiasm for the first World Heritage site in Fiji.
Subsequently, Australia ICOMOS called for Expressions of Interest (EOI) to its members requesting expert
volunteers to participate in this project, which focuses on the exceptional built heritage of Levuka. Inscribed
on the UNESCO World Heritage List in 2013 due to its Outstanding Universal Value exhibiting an important
interchange of human values and cultural contact that took place as part of the process of European
maritime expansion over the 19th century in the Pacific Islands. The Australia ICOMOS experts Jean Rice,
Alan Crocker and Laura Gray, together with the Convenor, Kerime Danis; the National Trust of Fiji including
Elizabeth Erasito, Director; and Bart Van Aller, the Built Heritage Advisor, worked tirelessly over the past
year in order to ensure the realisation of this project. Australia ICOMOS Executive Committee thanks for
their extraordinary efforts and contribution of both time and financial.
In February of this year, the future of the ICOMOS Pasifika workshop was not clear and it seemed the
project was falling off. But, after a number of attempts it became a reality and the Levuka Workshop was
held between 11 and 15 May 2015. Following the workshop a presentation has also been made to the
Commissioner Easter Division on the 18th May 2015. Copy of the presentation is provided on the dedicated
website of the project on the Australia ICOMOS website http://australia.icomos.org/get-involved/workingreference-groups/.
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With the realisation of the workshop one of the aims of the Australia ICOMOS’ Strategic Plan has been
achieved, which has not only increased the presence of ICOMOS in Pacific Islands but has also successfully
identified the ways in which AICOMOS can provide support to local community in the conservation of their
cultural values.
This workshop was about sharing the expertise and knowledge that lead to a broader understanding of
processes, practice and approach to the conservation of world heritage values. The workshop ran over 4.5
days combining theoretical presentations, practical activities and site visits with the participants. The team
has also undertaken individual site visits to advice home owners on the repair and conservation of their
houses. The case studies included Sacred Heart Cathedral and Redeemer Anglican Church where the
participants had fabric inspections and identified the defects both externally and internally.
The Australia ICOMOS team has also visited and provided technical conservation advice for Levuka Town
Hall on upcoming paint works, Holy Redeemer Anglican Church on the proposed additions to accommodate
10 women and 10 men for two weeks at a time, and Navoka Wesleyan Chapel on the resolution of design
issues of a new addition, which was under construction at the time.
The outcomes of the Levuka Workshop can be summarised under the main headings as below (see section
2.4 for full details):


Collaboration and Communication: Need for collaboration / partnership and communication
between the range of agencies and other parties / stakeholders (including residents)



Conserve full range of values and items: Prioritise of conservation, especially preservation and
retention, over new works.



Guidelines / Charters: Develop guidelines for community and property owners similar to the
existing guidelines but clearer and simpler and in more direct language. This should be translated
into Fijian.



Professional Advice / Correct Advice: Provision of skilled advice in development assessment
and to community and proponents of projects. Establish a “design panel” or similar group co-opting
experts. Establish an expert group from Australia ICOMOS to be available to assist via Skype or
similar when additional technical advice is needed.



Planning and Site Management: Develop planning documents to be more accessible for staff and
users with diagrams and illustrations similar to Australian Development Control Plans.



Training: Need for specialised training about conservation / preservation approach for staff and
NGOs and others working on the site – targeted. Training for planners and other relevant staff in
strategic processes. This could include specific detailed training for planners, heritage specialists
and other staff especially those assessing development or building applications.



Compatible and Authentic Materials: Provide information about compatible materials eg. suitable
timbers for replacement.
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Since the conclusion of the Levuka Workshop proceedings the Australia ICOMOS team in particular the
Convenor, Kerime Danis; Jean Rice and Alan Croker continued ongoing communication with the National
Trust of Fiji Islands and Department of Environment. Due to unexpected workload and other issues,
compilation of this report has been significantly delayed. On 21 st February 2016, tropical Cyclone Winston,
the most powerful cyclone in the Pacific nation's history, struck Fiji's main island leaving a trail of destruction,
flattening scores of homes and crippling infrastructure. Ovalau Island including Levuka Historical Port Town
have also been affected. Jean Rice is currently in Suva on behalf of Australia ICOMOS in order to assist in
the UNESCO Post Disaster Needs Assessment (PDNA) process. Her particular involvement will be in the
identification of priority repair and restoration list for Levuka.

1.3 Levuka Historical Port Town W orld Heritage Site
Heritage Conservation W orkshop
The Levuka Workshop was held at Levuka Town Hall over four days between 11 and 15 May 2015. It was
attended by 46 participants who were carpenters, builders, planners, home owners, and shop owners mostly
from Ovalau Island, and Suva and Kiribati. Together with the other government staff (from Suva and Levuka)
and the Australia ICOMOS expert team, there were 57 attendees in total. Following the workshop, a
presentation has also been made to the Commissioner Easter Division on the 18 th May 2015. Copy of the
presentation is provided in Appendix C of this report, and on the dedicated website of the Project on the
Australia ICOMOS website http://australia.icomos.org/get-involved/working-reference-groups/. The
Workshop was well received and had a good media coverage including radio and TV interviews in addition
to the social media via Fiji Heritage Facebook.

1.4 The place
1.4.1 Description
Levuka Historical Port Town is located on the eastern coast of Ovalau Island of Republic of the
Fiji Islands. Ovalau is the sixth largest island in Fiji and is located in Lomaiviti Archipelago.
Situated at 17.70° South and 178.8° East, the island is about 13 kilometers long and 10
kilometers wide. The UNESCO World Heritage List website describe Levuka Historical Port Town
as:The town and its low line of buildings set among coconut and mango trees along the beach front
was the first colonial capital of Fiji, ceded to the British in 1874. It developed from the early 19th
century as a centre of commercial activity by Americans and Europeans who built warehouses,
stores, port facilities, residences, and religious, educational and social institutions around the
villages of the South Pacific islands’s indigenous population. It is a rare example of a late colonial
port town that was influenced in its development by the indigenous community which continued to
outnumber the European settlers. Thus the town, an outstanding example of late 19th century
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Pacific port settlements, reflects the integration of local building traditions by a supreme naval
power, leading to the emergence of a unique landscape.1

Figure 1: Location of Levuka
Historical Port Town within the
context of the Republic of the Fiji
Islands (Source: Google maps)

1

http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1399/
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Figure 2: Arial views of the Levuka Historical Port Town (Source: Google satellite)
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1.4.2 Outstanding Universal Value (OUV)
Brief synthesis
Levuka Historical Port Town is set amongst coconut and mango trees along the beach front of
Ovalau Island against the forested slopes of the island’s extinct volcano. From the 1820s
onwards the port was developed as a centre of commercial activity by American and European
colonisers and the town became the first colonial capital of Fiji, peacefully ceded to the British by
Tui (King) Cakobau in 1874. A stone and concrete sea wall runs the length of Beach Street, from
which other streets and lanes branch inland in a radial pattern following the contours of the land.
Inland are the sites of two former indigenous villages Totoga (Vitoga) and Nasau located on one
of the three creeks draining the slopes above the coastal plain. Copra sheds, warehouses, bond
stores, port facilities and commercial buildings developed along Beach Street, and residences,
religious, educational and social institutions grew up around the villages of the indigenous
population. These are generally single or two storied corrugated iron or weatherboard clad timber
buildings with hipped or gable roofs. Development continued beyond removal of the capital to
Suva in 1882 as companies continued to establish bases at Levuka, reflecting all stages of
colonial development in the South Pacific. Key elements include the former Totoga and Nasau
village sites, the former Cakobau Parliament House site (now the European Memorial), Morris
Hedstrom bond store, the Baba indentured labour settlement, the Hennings residence, Captain
Robbie’s bungalow, Sacred Heart Cathedral and Presbytery dating from the 1860s, the Royal
Hotel founded in the late 1860s, Deed of Cession site, former Government (Nasova) House site,
Port Authority, Post and Customs buildings together with their remnant tram tracks to the wharf,
former Methodist Church and mission, Levuka Public School, Town Hall, Masonic Lodge, Ovalau
Club, Bowling Club, workers cottages and the shell button factory site.2

1.6 Structure and terminolo gy of the report
This report summarises the background and proceedings of the Levuka Workshop with no reference to a
particular format. It avoids repetition by inclusion of all relevant photographs, workshop presentations, and
feedback notes in the Appendices rather it summarises the workshop proceedings and provide the
outcomes and recommendations for the next phase.
Section 1.0 Introduction includes a brief executive summary on the purpose, background and
outcomes of the Levuka Workshop. It also introduces Levuka Historical Port Town and its
Outstanding Universal Value setting out the reasons for the need of such practical conservation
workshop.

2

http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1399/
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Section 2.0 Workshop Proceedings provides the activities carried out prior and during to the
workshop, and post workshop incorporating the outcomes, feedback and recommendations for
future management of the historic built fabric and values of Levuka.
The Conclusion in Section 3.0 sets out potential future and current collaboration between Australia
ICOMOS and Fijian Government, UNESCO and the National Trust of the Fiji Islands following the
devastation caused by cyclone Winston.

Abbreviations & Definitions
Abbreviation/

Meaning

Definition
PHH

Pacific Heritage Hub

DSEWPaC

Department of Sustainability, Environment, Water, Population and Community (now
Department of Environment)

PDNA

Post Disaster Needs Assessment

Burra Charter

The Burra Charter: The Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural Significance
2013, defines the basic principles and procedures to be observed in the conservation of
important places. It is the accepted standard for Australian conservation practice. See
Australia ICOMOS website http://australia.icomos.org/publications/burra-charter-practicenotes/

ICOMOS

(International Council on Monuments and Sites) is a non-governmental organization
closely linked to UNESCO, and primarily concerned with the philosophy, terminology,
methodology and techniques of cultural heritage conservation. Australia ICOMOS acts as
a national and international link between public authorities, institutions and individuals
involved in the study and conservation of all places of cultural significance.

Place

Site, area, land, landscape, building or other work, group of buildings or other works, and
may include components, contents, spaces and views. (Burra Charter)

Cultural

Means aesthetic, historic, scientific, social or spiritual value for past, present or future

significance

generations. Cultural significance is embodied in the place itself, its fabric, setting, use,
associations, meanings, records, related places and related objects.

Fabric

The physical evidence of a place including components, fixtures, contents, and objects.
(The Burra Charter) Fabric includes building interiors and sub-surface remains as well as
excavated material.

Conservation

All the processes of looking after a place so as to retain its cultural significance

Maintenance

The continuous protective care of the fabric and setting of a place, and is to be
distinguished from repair. Repair involves restoration or reconstruction.

Preservation

Maintaining the fabric of a place in its existing state and retarding deterioration.
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Returning the existing fabric of a place to a known earlier state by removing accretions or
by reassembling existing components without the introduction of new components

Reconstruction

Returning a place to a known earlier state and is distinguished from restoration by the
introduction of new material into the fabric

Adaptation

Modifying the place to suit the existing use or a proposed use

Setting

The area around a place, which may include the visual catchment

1.7 Authorship & ICOMOS Pasifika Project W orking
Group Membership
This Report has been compiled by the Project Convenor, Kerime Danis (immediate past President of
Australia ICOMOS) incorporating the information presented during the Workshop proceedings and follow up
presentations.
Core group members:


Kerime Danis (Convenor – then Australia ICOMOS Secretary, City Plan Heritage)



Alan Croker (Australia ICOMOS Expert - Design 5 Architects, NSW)



Jean Rice (Australia ICOMOS Expert – Jean Rice Architect, NSW)



Laura Gray (Australia ICOMOS Expert – Heritage & Conservation Consultant, WA)



Bart van Aller (Built Heritage Officer, National Trust of Fiji)



Elizabeth Erasito (Director, National Trust of Fiji),



Sipiriano Nemani (Department of National Heritage Culture & Arts, Fiji),



Anaseini Kalougata (Heritage Officer-Levuka, Department of National Heritage Culture & Arts, Fiji)

Honorary group members:


Peter Phillips (ICOMOS International Vice President - Overseer)



Christophe Sand (President ICOMOS Pasifika - Overseer)



Ian Travers (Australia ICOMOS Vice President)



Suzie Yee Show (Secretary General ICOMOS Pasifika, Fiji)



Adi Meretui Ratunabuabua (Outgoing PHH Manager, ICOMOS Pasifika Board member)
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A big thank you to our workshop MC Sipiriano Nemani for his professionalism in running the proceedings
smoothly.
We thank the people of Levuka for their extraordinary hospitality and generosity during our visit.
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Workshop Proceedings

2.1 Prior to the W orkshop
A Working Group, ICOMOS Pasifika Project Working Group, was established in line with the policies and
procedures of Australia ICOMOS who were bound by the Australia-ICOMOS-Code-of-Conduct-for-membersof-the-EC-all-sub-Committees-Groups. The Working Group then prepared their Terms of Reference in order
to meet the requirements of the Australia ICOMOS Executive Committee. Due to the short term of the
Working Group between the meetings of the Executive Committee, the Terms of Reference were not
possible to be endorsed by them. Copies of the Terms of Reference and the Australia-ICOMOS-Code-ofConduct-for-members-of-the-EC-all-sub-Committees-Groups, and meeting minutes can be found at
Appendix A.

2.1.1 Meetings
Total of four (4) Working Group meetings were held via Skype on 24th March; 1st, 8th and 22nd April 2015.
Meeting minutes were documented and have been provided as an attachment to the project report.

2.1.2 Project Budget
The total budget for the project as approved by the Australia ICOMOS Executive Committee and the
Department of Sustainability, Environment, Water, Population and Community (DSEWPaC), now
Department of Environment, is $11,944.73.
Experts covered their travel expenses to and from Fiji. Travel expenses and accommodation within Fiji have
been reimbursed from the project budget. Each Australia ICOMOS member that was involved in this
workshop contributed funds of their own (to a total of $4,043.42), in order to conserve the total amount of
funding that was available for this project. National Trust Fiji and the Department of Heritage & Arts Fiji have
contributed to some of the logistics of the workshop.

2.1.3 Intention and Purpose of the Workshop
 Building capacity within the Pacific Region using the Levuka Town World Heritage Site as a case
study
 Opportunity to provide training on the conservation (in principle) of Levuka’s deteriorating concrete
and wooden buildings within the limitations of the workshop
 Encourage Levuka community to appreciate the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of Levuka’s built
heritage fabric and maintain their buildings
 Provide participants with best possible learning experience
 Develop priorities and focus on the conservation of built heritage
 Provide brochures & guidelines, and a summary report of the outcome of the workshop for wider
circulation through websites of Pacific Heritage hub and Australia ICOMOS
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2.1.3 Approach to the Workshop


Philosophical approach



Conservation philosophy



Maintenance manual



Drawings to mark-up



Preparing a plan to tower for restoration (Sacred Heart Catholic Cathedral)



Establishing guidelines for scope of works



Showing benefit of built heritage and timber architecture in Heritage Tourism through
successful examples from Australia, New Zealand (such as Norfolk Island)



Advising on materials (such as what is the second best option for timber in local area
(original timber is Oregon pine and can no longer be found locally)



Holding a heritage stall in a food market?



Undertake real case studies such as cleaning and restoring plaster, paint analysis etc.

2.2 The W orkshop
The Workshop was held at Levuka Town Hall over 4.5 days as documented in the presentation to the
Commissioner Easter Division (refer to the PowerPoint presentation in Appendix C). It was attended by 46
participants, and with the other government staff (from Suva and Levuka) and the AICOMOS team, there
were 57 attendees in total. We had full house every day and if there was one or two absentee they were for
a funeral attendance or work commitment (only for a day). The Workshop was well received and had a good
media coverage including radio and TV interviews in addition to the social media via Fiji Heritage Facebook.
Below are the links to the media releases and the TV news showing the interviews conducted after the
presentation to the Commissioner Eastern Division.
http://www.fijitimes.com/story.aspx?id=305849
http://www.fbc.com.fj/fiji/29566/heritage-restoration-guidelines-given-to-govthttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yEdAGGXNl8U (TV Interview - Levuka news starts at 13.20min)
It is noted that everything in the above media coverage is given in a piecemeal approach and in part out of
the context with most of the titles/names incorrect but never less the project had some media exposure and
believed to be assisted in raising awareness on Levuka’s OUV.
This workshop was about sharing the expertise and knowledge that lead to a broader understanding of
processes, practice and approach to the conservation of world heritage values. The workshop ran over 4.5
days combining theoretical presentations, practical activities and site visits with the participants. We have
also undertook individual site visits to advice home owners on the repair and conservation of their houses.
Levuka Historical Port Town Workshop 11-15 May 2015 / FINAL
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On arrival we were privileged to be welcomed by the Turaga Na Tui Levuka. We presented the traditional gift
and explained the purpose of our visit and where we came from. He received us and gave us his blessing for
the workshop.
Prior to the commencement of the workshop Jean, Kerime and Bart have undertaken site visits to the case
study sites in order to establish the practical activities for the workshop. The Working Group prepared a draft
Workshop Program in view to amend it in accordance with the needs and requirements of the participants.
Each day the program has been adjusted and new activities (mostly practical) have been added to cater to
the needs of the participants. The preliminary draft program has been provided in Appendix B of this report.
The following is the summary of the activities occurred during the 4,5-day Levuka Workshop.
Day 1 (Monday, 11th March):


The workshop commenced with the opening prayer and presentation of garlands followed by the
addresses from the Levuka Town Council CEO, Mr Shiu Nadan and the Project Convenor, Kerime
Danis on behalf of Australia ICOMOS.



Adi Mere delivered the speech emailed by Christophe Sand, the Head of ICOMOS Pasifika.



Experts introduced themselves and gave their background



Introduction of participants



Introduction to Australia ICOMOS Burra Charter, heritage guidelines, approaches and philosophy



Discussion with the participants (who are the key stakeholders of this process) on what they would
like to see happening in this workshop so that we could tailor the program accordingly. Road map
to 5Cs – Credibility, Community, Communication, Capacity building, and Conservation. Current
programs – minimum education funding to heritage schools, conservation fund from Levuka Town
Council to individual home owners, fund a Heritage Catalogue Project (private and other
government buildings).
2015 Capital projects: Cession site, Governors Jetty, and Heritage Park Nasova.



Presented participants with a folder containing the Burra Charter and preparation of Maintenance
Schedule & Inspection guidelines.



Jean’s talk on conservation approaches and philosophy.

Mr Nadan’s address summarised the long process of pathway to the listing of Levuka Historical Port Town
on the World Heritage List from 1991 leading to the establishment of the rules such as the Town Planning
Act and the Building Regulations. He noted that the people were not empowered. One of the objectives of
the Town Council is to make Levuka a tourism destination through marketing improvement. Low income
lead to cheap economic solutions but the aim is to take the Town Council to another level combining
conservation and tourism.
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Excerpt from the address of the ICOMOS Pasifika Project Convener, Kerime Danis:
… Welcome and thank you everyone for attending the workshop. My name is Kerime Danis, I am
the current Secretary of Australia ICOMOS. I am a heritage architect by profession and convenor of
the ICOMOS Pasifika Project.
It has been more than a year and half since I attended the 5th World Heritage Pacific Workshop to
meet the heritage officers within the Pacific region in November 2013 and announced the initiation
of an ICOMOS Pasifika Project, which is funded by Australia ICOMOS’ balance funding received
from the Australian Government. I received 5 projects from across the Pacific region and Levuka
Historical Port Town project, which was nominated by the Head of ICOMOS Pasifika Christophe
Sand, was selected by the Executive Committee of Australia ICOMOS.
It has been also more than a year since Australia ICOMOS called for EOI to its members
requesting expert volunteers to participate in this project, which focuses on the exceptional built
heritage of Levuka. Inscribed on the World Heritage List in 2013 due to its Outstanding Universal
Value exhibiting an important interchange of human values and cultural contact that took place as
part of the process of European maritime expansion over the 19th century in the Pacific Islands.
The Australia ICOMOS experts, Jean Rice, Alan Crocker & Laura Gray, together with the National
Trust of the Fiji Islands including Elizabeth Erasito, Director; and Bart Van Aller, the Built Heritage
Advisor, worked tirelessly over the past year in order to ensure the realisation of this project. On
behalf of Australia ICOMOS Executive Committee I thank for their extraordinary efforts.
One of the aims of the Australia ICOMOS’ Strategic Plan will be achieved through this workshop
which has not only increased the presence of ICOMOS in Pacific Islands but has also successfully
identified the ways in which Australia ICOMOS can provide support to local community in the
conservation of their cultural values.
This workshop is about sharing the expertise and knowledge that will lead to a broader
understanding of processes, practice and approach to the conservation of world heritage values.
We are expert in Australian heritage and its conservation methods, guidelines and practice. We are
here to assist you in developing your own guidelines and practices to suit your culture and future for
Levuka. You are the experts in Levuka’s heritage, history and building techniques. This is a
collaborative effort to achieve the most out of the workshop and an outcome that will help to
increase awareness, understanding the heritage values and conservation/maintenance of Levuka’s
world heritage assets. You are the key stakeholders of this process and let us know, ask questions,
tell us what issues you experience and what you would like to see happening in Levuka. So that we
can assist you in finding the ways which we can support you…
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Email sent by the Head of ICOMOS Pasifika, Christophe Sand:
Dear friends and colleagues,
May I take the chance of the opening speeches this morning to address these few words to you as
the head of ICOMOS Pasifika. I first would like to apologize for not being present personally here
and meet with the Levuka people that I salute respectfully. I’m unfortunately for me retained in New
Caledonia by other professional obligations. It is with great joy and, if I may, a sense of pride, that I
hear of the start of the 2015 Levuka training project. What a long process in the making! It started
as a commitment of ICOMOS Pasifika during conversations with Meretui and Suzie in Suva years
ago, at a time when Levuka was still struggling to get the UNESCO dossier for World Heritage
finalized. The demand was forwarded to a number of institutions and picked up by Australia
ICOMOS as a possible regional contribution. This was for me no surprise, as ties between Australia
ICOMOS and ICOMOS Pasifika get back to the very creation of our scientific committee. I can say,
having been part of the process since the end of the 1990, that ICOMOS Pasifika would not have
existed without the very strong and efficient lobbying of Australia ICOMOS to the institutional center
in Paris and the executive body. The massive involvement of Kristal Buckley, that some of you may
know, in all aspects of the painful process of creating the first regional committee by having to
change some ICOMOS rules, needs one more time to be remembered here.
I don’t want to bother you too long with old memories, but it is my duty to strongly thank and
congratulate the present board of Australia ICOMOS and especially Kerime for her unbelievable
resistance against all the problems that went across this project from the very beginning. We all
know that our Pacific region is complicated. To name a few of our everyday realities: restricted local
funding, national, regional and local administrations that all need to get involved in the process of
project building, just a few professionals on the ground that end up doing four jobs all at the same
time, and our unique way of dealing with time constraints. ICOMOS Pasifika is no exception, and I
must recognize that being a very small board split between different countries and having less and
less opportunities to meet regularly in this period of financial constraints, we have not collectively
managed this project as we could have. Sorry Kerime and the experts present here for that. All this
must be taken into account to understand how much the present workshop program is before
everything else a reality due to the incredible work of Kerime and her colleagues. They have
followed through even when things appeared stuck, they agreed with Australia ICOMOS to
preserve the funding allocated to the Levuka workshop for a long time past the due date, and they
persisted when confusion was on the horizon. For all their efforts that have allowed you all to be in
this room this afternoon, for the agreement of the highly skilled and professional experts to take
some of their precious time to enhance the preservation commitment of our Pacific heritage, we
must be grateful.
I would like to conclude by wishing you all a fruitful week of intensive workshop to preserve the
unique Levuka World Heritage, with sincere regrets of not being part of the group this time. I finish
by telling you all: have fun. I’m convinced that this is the best way to be efficient in heritage
preservation!
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Bula and moce to you all,
Christophe SAND
Head of ICOMOS Pacifica, New Caledonia

Day 2 (Tuesday, 12th March):


Met at Town Hall for a tour of the Town in 2 groups – one group by bus and the other on foot in
different directions then swapped the groups so that all participants could get better understanding
on the historical development of Levuka and its Outstanding Universal Values.



Site visit to Sacred Heart Cathedral – identification of structural issues, maintenance and repair
works, changes to the fabric in comparison with the historical photographs put on a panel.
Discussion with the participants involving their understanding of the Burra Charter process by firstly
understanding the significance and important aspects of a heritage item. At the tower discussed
priority issues including roof and structural stability. Construction in coral / slip form with two layers
of render. Tapped mortar to show how to identify drummy render, how to repair especially sills and
cornices, and string courses. Discussed cleaning of the façade under the clock with scribbling
brush, natural detergent and low pressure water. Priority works should include repairs to missing
boards and stair to tower. Previous changes to the building have also been discussed.



Visit to the Redeemer Anglican Church where we have again discussed the understanding of
building’s construction system, structural issues, repair and maintenance requirements, comparison
of historical photographs with the existing fabric and layout. Bart talked about the history of the
Church then Jean and Alan talked about understanding of the building and its construction.



Explaining conservation approaches and application of heritage best practice in Australia.



Then we asked the participants to look around the building and give us one repair work each in
preparation of the scope of works for the Church. The activity was well responded and we could get
the basis of the overall scope of works.



Following the workshop, the Australia ICOMOS team have established the Schedule of Repair
Works table for discussion and priority setting on the 3rd day of the workshop.

Refer to Appendix 4.4 for individual site scope of works
Day 3 (Wednesday, 13th March):


Met at Town Hall to discuss prioritising of the schedule of works for Redeemer Anglican Church
with input from the participants in order to gain better understanding of what is most important in
the protection of a heritage place.



Alan’s Exeter Farm presentation and discussion with the participants



Jean’s presentation of the historical photographs of Anglican Church and discussion of changes



Laura and Kerime presented the findings of the inspections of interiors and exteriors of the Church.
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Presentation by Arthur Smith on the requirements of the Church for vicarage in preparation of the
practical activity for extension to accommodate 10 women and 10 men for two-weeks at a time.



Participants were divided in to 3 groups lead by Alan, Jean and Laura, and designed proposals for
the vicarage by carrying out inspection and discussing the significant aspects and constraints of the
site, and options for the required accommodation in response to the client’s requirements.



Then each group presented their proposal on the extension before finalising the workshop for Day
3.

This was the Burra Charter practice step by step.
Following the workshop, the Australia ICOMOS team visited the Marist Convent for the structural works
undertaken and the issues associated with them. Refer to Appendix 4.4 for details of the heritage advice
given by Alan Croker.
Day 4 (Thursday, 14th March):
Alan Croker visited the Marist Convent again prior to the commencement of the workshop for further
clarification of works carried out.


Presentations of group proposals for vicarage, discussion of factors effecting location – nothing in
front of the building, nothing between the church and the vicarage, new work at rear. Pointing out
further consideration is required in finalisation of the proposed designs prior to submission for
approval.



Circulated conservation guidelines brochure ‘Levuka Conservation Code’ prepared by the then
Department of National Heritage, Culture & Arts (now Department of Heritage & Arts)



Afternoon session conducted at the Sacred Heart Cathedral through practical activities similar to
the Anglican Church identifying the issues, changes and required scope of works to halt any
further deterioration.

Visit to one of the participant’s house was carried out by Laura and Kerime at lunch break.
The experts also carried out inspection of the Navoka Wesleyan Chapel after the workshop in order to
discuss rectification and mitigation options for the new addition.
Day 5 (Friday, 15th March):
Alan, Laura and Kerime visited Ms Suliana Sandys’ house (former Levuka Town Council CEO and Levuka
Heritage Committee) who was one of the participants before the workshop for Day 5 commenced.


Alan presented timber joinery repairs, which attracted interesting discussion and questions from the
participants



Jean presented the 12 tips on conservation practice with examples from Levuka summing up the
theoretical and practical activities of the workshop since Day 1 including inspection of a salt damp
in the wall of the Town Hall by participants using the magnifying glasses
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Visit to a house owned by Bhu Pendra near a former village site at the southwest of Levuka. Same
practical activity identification of structural issues, urgent repair works, integrity of fabric, reading
the history of the house and site development from the existing fabric, and discussion of locations,
form, scale, materials and colours of any future additions to the house and site.



Discussion of importance of oral history, traditional and spiritual values, and consideration of
archaeological resources when making changes to a heritage place.



Conclusion remarks & thanks by Kerime, Jean, Alan and Laura outlining brief summary of
workshop outcomes. Notes were made on the existence of the traditional skills and knowledge to
some degree, eagerness and willingness of the participants to learn with only understanding of the
heritage values of Levuka needing to be improved, which was easily have been achieved during
this workshop. Identification of the need for further hands-on training on construction techniques in
line with traditional methods and heritage best practice, practical workshops and adequate planning
controls and guidelines.



Closing ceremony
o

Remarks by Adi Meretui Ratunabuabua for ICOMOS Pasifika

o

Remarks by Ms Suliana Sandys, former Levuka Town Council CEO and Levuka Heritage
Committee

o



Closing prayer by Nemani Maraiwai

Dinner by invitation for experts and participants where a wonderful and heartfelt farewell song' isa
lei' was sung by the participants to the experts

2.3 Post W orkshop
Alan, Jean and Kerime gave a presentation to the Fiji Commissioner Eastern Division on Monday, the 18th
May, which was also a success in changing the Commissioner's ideas on Levuka's future and the people's
appreciation to their heritage. It was good to see that our workshop changed firstly the participants' concept
of heritage and secondly the Commissioner's approach to the future conservation works and not only to
have tourism as a focus.
Jean and Kerime in consultation with Alan prepared simple Certificates of Participation for all 46 participants
who were carpenters, builders, planners, home owners, and shop owners mostly from Ovalau Island, and
Suva and Kiribati.

2.4 Outcomes
Collaboration and Communication
Need for collaboration / partnership and communication between the range of agencies and other parties
/ stakeholders (including residents)
We observed activities / lack of coordination that have potential negative heritage impacts.
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Better communication with local community including in a consultative group / council / committee with
government and community - meeting at least monthly. Develop terms of reference. Include all
stakeholders.

Conserve full range of values and items
Prioritise conservation, especially preservation and retention, over new works.
Importance of engineering structures such as drainage systems, bridges and sea walls. Need to survey
to locate them, identify their extent and to conserve them as an integral part of the outstanding universal
value.
Be aware that heritage in Levuka is part of people’s culture and lives. It is a place of living heritage and
continuing use. The outstanding universal value is about what IS – not what was.
Spiritual values of the place and pre-European values are important. An example is the stone for
pregnancy, “Vatu Nimbukati”. Women sat here overnight when they wanted to become pregnant. It is a
large stone adjacent to Bupendra’s house (above the generator) and was associated with an earlier
Fijian settlement above the site.
Points to the need for oral history recording to capture this information.

Guidelines Charters
Develop guidelines for community and property owners similar to the existing guidelines but clearer and
simpler and in more direct language. This should be translated into Fijian.
It is clear to us that the Burra Charter is not adequate or entirely appropriate for Pacific cultures.
Consider the need for a Pasifika charter, similar to the Burra Charter, but more aligned with Pacific
cultures and integrating Fijian values. It could be developed at a Pasifika workshop at Levuka and
become the “Levuka Charter”.
Guiding documents should include the Fijian equivalent of the concept of “significance”. The workshop
considered that this was “Mareqeti”.

Professional Advice / Correct Advice
Provision of skilled advice in development assessment and to community and proponents of projects.
Establish a “design panel” or similar group co-opting experts. Could establish and expert group from
Australia ICOMOS available to assist via Skype or similar when additional technical advice is needed.
Where external specialist expertise is needed, such as heritage engineering, Australia ICOMOS could
assist where by commenting on terms of reference and circulating advertisements within its network.

Planning and Site Management
Develop planning documents to be more accessible for staff and users with diagrams and illustrations
similar to Australian Development Control Plans.
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Develop checklists for applicants and for works projects.
Update the heritage condition / health survey on a regular basis eg every 5 years.
Identify priorities for works and funding by conservation need and significance.
Consider finer grained / more detailed assessment of values of items. Draft planning documents now
grade buildings into Class 1 & 2 only. They could identify more levels of significance eg. Exceptional,
High, Some, Neutral & Intrusive. Another option is to identify buildings as Contributory, Non Contributory,
Neutral or Detracting. This can then be used to guide planning decisions about sites.
Infill guidelines could be developed to guide the design of new buildings and additions. There could be
separate guidelines for additions and alterations. New buildings should not be allowed until guidelines
are in place.
Reuse or continuing use of existing buildings should be encouraged rather than construction of new
buildings. New uses should be sought for buildings no longer used.
Encourage residential and other small scale conservation works with a small grants program and Town
Council annual conservation awards.
Develop guidelines for grants and other funding eg. should be for conservation work not new work.

Training
Need for specialised training about conservation / preservation approach for staff and NGOs and others
working on the site – targeted. Training for planners and other relevant staff in strategic processes. This
could include specific detailed training for planners, Bart, Ana and other staff especially those assessing
development or building applications.
Relevant skills and knowledge is available in Levuka but is not well applied to heritage.
Trade certification / accreditation. Possible short course in a joinery workshop established in a Levuka
building. Possible conservation projects under supervision of expert trades people. Australia ICOMOS
could identify potential partners for this.
Add units to carpentry courses in Fiji for specialisation in heritage work.
Establish a cooperative workshop such as the Australian “Mens shed” model. This could have tools and
facilities to undertake joinery and other work such as scaffolding or cutters for “beaded” edge boarding.
Seek donations of tools etc. from manufacturers.
Prepare sample joinery door and window during the workshop to be part of a teaching collection that
shows how joinery is put together – to form a library of building parts.
Do small projects in public areas in Levuka to demonstrate techniques eg. replace termite damaged mid
rail of shop door, replace steel round pipe veranda posts with larger timber posts, repair a timber lintel,
repair tower access stair at Sacred Heart Cathedral, etc.
Consider undertaking a stabilisation project eg Ovalau Club as a timber building or the Masonic Temple
as the stabilisation of a ruin. Consider demonstration project in a public building eg police station.
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Establish a conservation shelf in the library with the materials from the workshop and guiding texts. The
materials now in Dropbox could be printed and made available in the library. Australia ICOMOS could
ask members to donate texts to the library. A call to Australia ICOMOS members for donation of
conservation books/leaflets have been made and waiting for responses.
Integrate heritage into school students curricular including through observation and artwork.

Compatible and Authentic Materials
Provide information about compatible materials eg. suitable timbers for replacement.
Establish a recycled materials store from demolished buildings (being careful not to encourage
demolition).
Provide information to the community, such as “Archicentre” in NSW, about suitable materials and where
they are available.

Recommendations on Individual Sites
TOWN HALL
The Town Hall is about to be painted. It is affected by “salt activity” due to rising and falling damp and
this will continue to cause failure of new paintwork unless it is rectified. The paint in affected areas needs
to be scraped off and the walls desalinated prior to repainting. The wall needs to be left unpainted to dry
out for some time and could be temporarily covered with cloth or similar, eg. tapa or ventilated panels
below the mid rail.

HOLY REDEEMER ANGLICAN CHURCH
Additions have been proposed. This is an important and strategic site and any addition will set a
precedent in Levuka. In any proposal the context should be considered rather than the site in isolation.
The church wants to establish a retreat on the site with accommodation for 10 women and 10 men for
two weeks at a time. This was considered as a teaching exercise for the participants and experts. The
consensus was that there was the scope for an addition but it should be behind the existing vicarage with
no construction visible between the residence and the church. Diagrams have been prepared showing
concepts for additions.

NAVOKA WESLEYAN CHAPEL
We inspected the addition now under construction to the chapel. We note the Navoka Wesleyan Chapel
is a building of exceptional significance. The addition under construction is not appropriately designed in
our view. In Australia we would design additions in accord with infill guidelines however there are no
such guidelines in Levuka.
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Ideally, in this case, the addition should be removed and rebuilt to a more appropriate design that would
not adversely affect the heritage significance nor create an unacceptable precedent. Further the existing
timber vestry should be conserved and no adjoining concrete structure should be built.
If this is not possible we suggest a compromise and recommend mitigating measures. This would involve
retention of parts of the newly built structure and alteration of the roof configuration to fall away from the
church but still provide the space required for the congregation. We also recommend measures to
ensure termites and rot do not affect the new or existing heritage item.
We note that in this case there appears to have been a breakdown in the approval system / process and
that the submitted drawings are not clear and are incorrect in some respects. We have prepared
diagrams of a possible alternate approach.
In addition to the guidelines provided on the sketch, the timber structure should be protected from the
termite and rot so that the termites are not able to access the Chapel from this new structure. The base
of the timber posts, now set in the concrete footings, to be drilled at the base and treated with boron
sticks (white ant sticks). This is a practice used in Australia to protect the posts in the ground. Holes
should be plugged with removable covers to allow for regular monitoring and reinsertion of the boron
sticks. The structure needs to be checked and certified by a structural engineer.

2.5 Feedback
Feedback on the workshop was very positive. A few samples of quotes from the feedback forms have been
quoted below to give an idea on the outcome and impact of the Workshop and the experts had on the
participants.



I’ve lived in Fiji but never knew it’s importance till today’s tour by ICOMOS. Very unique &
decorative structure. Proud Fijian.



… helped me to VALUE the significance of my school, my town and the beauty of homes, churches
and other buildings that have character… YES as I have a better understanding of “heritage sites”
in our town they all have a story to tell… Thank you for a wonderful, informative and useful
workshop. I have learned so much about buildings and the importance or significance …



… The format was good, because it was not just theory all the time but we actually got to go
outside & learn practical stuff on the actual site itself… I never thought it was that interesting or at
least would be of interest to me becoz I thought ‘heritage’ was something of the old/past and is
something that is not of much importance. However, having attended this workshop, I have learnt a
lot of things about heritage, conservation, restoration & it will greatly assist me in my work & of
course value things of the past in terms of architectural design & built environment …



… An ‘Eye Opener’ for me… I’ve enjoyed this workshop because although I have links here in
Levuka, I’ve never realised the importance of Levuka being a ‘heritage site’. Hence having learnt
this subject on ‘heritage’, I am looking forward to build up on my knowledge on this and ensuring
the preservation of Levuka being recognised as a heritage site does not diminish but it will become
something that other areas in the world can benchmark from …”
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Yes, it better up my understanding about the heritage buildings and very important places and
remembrance… It boose my confident and better ideas…



It was pretty good coz I’ve being learn more about all the history building eg the vicarage and I also
learn from this workshop is that before changing the building you know the important of it



Yes, the workshop meet my expectation and more in the sence that I learnt that to maintain a
house more simple



Yes, I used to think that heritage restrict development but now I could see that it make us to be
mindful of buildings around us and how we could keep the heritage design of old buildings



(Would you want to be involved in future similar heritage activities) Yes, it will make success and
happiness for our generations is still to come after (me/us.)



It did. It changed my perspective of how important to value / significance on old buildings / cultural
heritage



I’d suggest that we look at the landscaping around our historical sites and try to make it as it is
those years back and try to retain it.



As this is a mind opener for the way we see or look at how it is important to conserve our heritage
site, I would say that Government bring in as many experts in Conservation as possible to highlight
the importance of Conserving our history for the sites tells a story of their own and we as citizens of
Levuka should lend our eyes and ears for they have a story of their own to tell. By discovering this it
gives us a wide range of ideas on how to conserve it and keep the story and sites for future
generation to know.



Firstly I don’t used to take ideas of heritage so seriously but after this workshop it shows me that
heritage is so valuable



One week workshop is so short it would be good if it was 2 weeks



Yes, I never used to know that the heritage site was so important until the workshop.



I count it a blessing to be part of this workshop



Way past my expectation. The basis of this workshop is really very very good. Not that much
(changed my ideas on heritage). I was involved with heritage work from 1979 when I renovate the
old M. H Buildings without using any new materials.



Yes, it changed me because it was ideas to carry on.



Yes, definitely, we can now include this heritage topics better in our curriculum as gives clearer
picture of restoring and conservation our unique buildings. I had very little knowledge on heritage
building. Now it opened my mind. Gives me lot of understanding on (Burra Charter) discussion
topics and site visits as well as explanation from the experts. The Ministry of Education TEST
(Technology & Employment Skills Training) would like to thank the experts Allan, Bart, Jean, Laura
and Kerime for the wonderful awareness 5 day workshop on ICOMOS Pacific Project – Levuka
Historic Port Town.



Yes, As a contractor I was looking at heritage building it was difficult to maintain. Now after the
workshop I got many ideas to work on it.



I would like to say that we are very happy that we have learnt more about heritage. I am requesting
if this workshop can be done again any other time so we can learn more and more. Thanking you.
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(The workshop met my expectations) Very much so!! For a first timer did not expect much but from
what I have disseminated & learnt I think my appreciation goes towards the panel of speakers. Very
informative and constructive (workshop format) Site visits holistic. Practical demonstration effective.
Did not change but added more dimension to heritage and conservation aspects of my present role
in the conservation committee here in Levuka. Need more workshops in future to keep us updated
on the various aspects of development in ICOMOS Australia / Pasifika…



The format was good, because it was not just theory all the time but we actually got to go outside &
learn practical stuff on the actual site itself... I never thought it was that interesting or at least would
be of interest to me becoz I thought ‘heritage’ was something of the old/past and is
something that is not of much importance. However, having attended this workshop, I have
learnt a lot of things about heritage, conservation, restoration & it will greatly assist me in my work
& of course value things of the past in terms of architectural design & built environment. An ‘Eye
Opener’ for me… I’ve enjoyed this workshop because although I have links here in Levuka, I’ve
never realised the importance of Levuka being a ‘heritage site’. Hence having learnt this subject on
‘heritage’, I am looking forward to build up on my knowledge on this and ensuring the preservation
of Levuka being recognised as a heritage site does not diminish but it will become something that
other areas in the world can benchmark from.



Easy to understand…Communication was good. Do not hesitate to use the technical words. It is for
our learning… Enjoyed the “Human/Spiritual” side of Heritage + Connection with the vision… Take
the Next Step! Do NOT Forget us… Come Back & Progress Your Gain “Vinaka Vakalevu”
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Conclusion

This Report has been compiled as a full record of the Levuka Workshop. The experts, Jean, Alan and
Kerime have retained an ongoing communication with the National Trust of the Fiji Island and providing
heritage advice on the conservation of the Levuka World Heritage historic buildings where requested. This
Project Report will also be given to the Participants and other relevant agencies in the Pacific region as well
as being made available on the Australia ICOMOS website.
The ICOMOS Pasifika Project Working Group have ceased after completion of the workshop and took a new
flexible form for continuation of relationship and ongoing capacity building support to Levuka Town and Fijian
Government’s heritage agencies and officers, and the National Trust of the Fiji Islands.
Kerime Danis remains as the ICOMOS Pasifika Project Coordinator with no working group member. In line
with the Australia ICOMOS Strategic Plan aims, she will liaise with the Fijian heritage agencies and
colleagues to tailor future workshops or publications as required. This may include establishment of a
specific working group to assist Fijian heritage agencies in the preparation of their conservation Charter.
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TERMS OF REFERENCE AND OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES FOR A
WORKING GROUP OF THE AUSTRALIA ICOMOS
ICOMOS Pasifika Project Working Group
1. Purpose
To Building capacity within the Pacific Region using the Levuka Town
World Heritage Site as a case study;
Opportunity to provide training on the conservation (in principle) of
Levuka’s deteriorating concrete and wooden buildings within the
limitations of the workshop;
To encourage Levuka community to appreciate the Outstanding Universal
Value (OUV) of Levuka’s built heritage fabric and maintain their buildings;
To provide participants with best possible learning experience;
To develop priorities and focus on the conservation of built heritage; and
To provide brochures & guidelines, and a summary report of the outcome
of the workshop for wider circulation through websites of Pacific Heritage
Hub and Australia ICOMOS.
2. Roles and Responsibilities
All members of Working Groups are bound by the Australia ICOMOS Code
of Conduct for members of the Executive Committee, all sub-Committees
& Groups.
The roles and responsibilities of the ICOMOS Pasifika Project Working
Group are as follows:
a. To familiarise themselves with the Australia ICOMOS Code of
Conduct for members of the Executive Committee, all subCommittees & Groups, and apply its objectives and principles
throughout the Project program.
b. To organise the Levuka Conservation Workshop
c. To ensure the objectives of the ICOMOS Pasifika Project is realised
d. To undertake
3. Delegated Authority
The ICOMOS Pasifika Project Working Group is a group of members who
voluntarily come together on an agreed work program to further particular
cultural heritage issues relevant to Australia ICOMOS objectives. The
Working Group has no delegated authority.
Australia ICOMOS Inc (ACT), ARBN: 155 731 025
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4. Active Term of the Working Group
This Working Group was formed in March 2015 and will remain active
until completion of the Workshop, at which time it will be reviewed and
confirmed by the Executive Committee.
5. Membership
The ICOMOS Pasifika Project Working Group comprises the following
Australia ICOMOS members, which will be reviewed and reconfirmed by
the Executive Committee at its first meeting each year:
Core group members:
 Kerime Danis (Convenor – Australia ICOMOS Secretary, City Plan
Heritage)
 Alan Croker (Australia ICOMOS Expert - Design 5 Architects, NSW)
 Jean Rice (Australia ICOMOS Expert – Jean Rice Architect, NSW)
 Laura Gray (Australia ICOMOS Expert – Heritage & Conservation
Consultant, WA)
 Bart van Aller (Built Heritage Officer, National Trust of Fiji)
 Elizabeth Erasito (Director, National Trust of Fiji),
 Sipiriano Nemani (Department of National Heritage Culture & Arts, Fiji),
 Anaseini Kalougata (Heritage Officer-Levuka, Department of National
Heritage Culture & Arts, Fiji)
Honorary group members:
 Peter Phillips (ICOMOS International Vice President - Overseer)
 Christophe Sand (President ICOMOS Pasifika - Overseer)
 Ian Travers (Australia ICOMOS Vice President)
 Suzie Yee Show (Secretary General ICOMOS Pasifika, Fiji)
 Adi Meretui Ratunabuabua (Outgoing PHH Manager, ICOMOS Pasifika
Board member)
6. Roles of members
The roles of the members are to:
 Attend and participate in meetings.
 Work co-operatively with other members in achieving the
objectives of the Working Group.
 Contribute advice, ideas and suggestions relating to items on the
agenda.
 Produce a brief update to each Executive Committee meeting and
an annual report for the AICOMOS Annual Report. The Convenor
is responsible in making sure these reports are provided in a
timely manner to the EC representative of the Working Group or
the Annual Report Coordinator as applicable.
7. Insurance
The Working Group is covered under Australia ICOMOS insurance policy.
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8. Meeting procedures
7.1

7.2
7.3

Meeting schedule

The Working Group will meet fortnightly and as required due to the
short timeframe for the Workshop.
Meeting venue/method

The meetings will be held via Skype.
Distribution of meeting agenda and minutes

Working Group agendas including dates & time and venue will be
forwarded to all Working Group members no later than 3 days
before the meeting.
7.4

Working Group quorum

The quorum for the Working Group meeting is three members
(including the Convenor or delegated Chair).
7.5

Decision making

The Working Group will make the decisions by consensus.
7.6

Out of session items

The Working Group can deal with items out of session by electronic
means, including telephone, email and Skype.
7.7

Recording of meeting minutes

The Convenor/Chair is responsible for ensuring that full and
accurate minutes of the proceedings of each meeting are kept.
The delegated member will prepare and circulate draft meeting
minutes for review of the Convenor and then further circulate them
to the other members. Any questions by members regarding the
minutes are to be referred to the delegated member and if any
error in the minutes is confirmed, the delegated member shall
arrange to make the appropriate changes.
Minutes should be completed within 2 weeks of the Working
Group meeting and then reported to the next Working Group
meeting for endorsement.
The minutes must record:








The date and time of the meeting;
The venue/method of the meeting;
The names of the members present at the meeting;
Any conflicts of interest declared by a member and the
reason for that declaration, and whether the member was
excused from the meeting;
The items for discussion;
Details of any recommendations made by the Group in
relation to an agenda item; and
An action sheet, which shows the agenda item, the action
to be taken, the member responsible and the status of the
action.
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7.8

Total Available Budget

The ICOMOS Pasifika Project’s budget is limited to the balance transferred
to the Australia ICOMOS Pacific Islands Fund and approved by the
Australian Government DSEWPaC (now Department of Environment).
The total amount is $11,944.73.
Australia ICOMOS expert members will cover their travel expenses to Fiji
(Nadi)
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Australia ICOMOS Code of Conduct for members of the Executive Committee
and all sub Committees, Reference Groups, Advisory Groups and Working
Groups
All members of the Australia ICOMOS Executive Committee and its Associated Committees are bound
by this Code of Conduct. Members of the Committees should familiarise themselves with this Code of
Conduct.
The objective of this Code of Conduct is to outline fundamental values and principles that define the
high standards of corporate and individual behaviour expected of members representing Australia
ICOMOS in association with their respective roles in the Executive Committee and its Associated
Committees.
In all our operations and relationships we value Australia ICOMOS’ mission to lead cultural heritage
conservation in Australia by raising standards, encouraging debate and generating innovative ideas.
As a member of the Australia ICOMOS Executive Committee and its Associated Committees, you are
expected to:
1. Act ethically with honesty and integrity
o
be open and transparent in your dealings;
o
use the power of your position responsibly;
o
ensure any conflict of interest is disclosed or avoided.
2. Exercise due care, diligence and skill
o
Ascertain all relevant information; make reasonable enquiries;
o
Understand the financial, strategic and other implications of decisions.
3. Act in good faith in the best interest of Australia ICOMOS
o
Attend all meeting of the Executive Committee as far as is possible, and allow the
necessary time to prepare for meetings;
o
Demonstrate accountability for your actions;
o
Accept responsibility for your decisions;
o
Avoid activities that may bring you or the Organisation into disrepute.
4. Act fairly and impartially
o
Avoid bias, discrimination, caprice or self-interest;
o
Demonstrate respect for others by acting in a professional and courteous manner.
5. Use information appropriately
o
Ensure information gained as a member of the Executive Committee and its
Associated Committees is only applied to proper purposes and is kept confidential;
o
Ensure that any personal information coming to your attention as a member of the
Executive Committee and its Associated Committees is handled in compliance with
the Australia ICOMOS’ privacy obligations.
6. Use your position appropriately
o
avoid the use your position as a member of the Executive Committee and its
Associated Committees to seek an undue advantage for yourself or another;
o
avoid the use of your position as a member of the Executive Committee and its
Associated Committees to cause detriment to the Organisation;
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o

ensure that you decline gifts or favours that may cast doubt on your ability to apply
independent judgement as a member of the Executive Committee and its
Associated Committees.

7. Act in a financially responsible manner
o
understand financial material that comes before the Executive Committee;
o
actively inquire into this material.
8. Comply with the governance rules of Australia ICOMOS
o
have a good working knowledge of the Australia ICOMS’ governing documents
pertaining to your role as a member of the Executive Committee;
o
act within the powers and for the functions set out in the governing documents
Australia ICOMOS.
9. Demonstrate leadership and stewardship
o
promote and support the application of the Australia ICOMOS’ values as stated in
the Mission Statement;
o
acknowledge and act in accordance with the responsibility you as a member of the
Executive Committee and its Associated Committees have in regard to the rights of
members of Australia ICOMOS and other stakeholders of the Organisation
including International ICOMOS;
o
act in accordance with this Code of Conduct.
Kerime Danis
Secretary of Australia ICOMOS
Prepared 9 February 2014
Amended 2 March 2014
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MINUTES
1 Meeting of the ICOOS Pasifika Project Working Group
LEVUKA WORLD HERITAGE TOWN WORKSHOP
Wednesday, 24th March 2015
Via Skype at 11.00 am (Sydney time)
st

1.

WELCOME

1.1

Welcome from Kerime Danis (Convenor) to the Working Group members and
thanked them for their time.
Members gave a brief background information about their current status,
expertise and interest/role in the ICOMOS Pasifika Project.

1.2

Attendees

Action

Mr Bart van Aller (Fiji), Mr Alan Croker (Sydney), Mrs Kerime Danis (Sydney),
Ms Jean Rice (Sydney)
Minutes: Kerime Danis
2.

APOLOGIES

2.1

Mrs Elizabeth Erasito (Fiji), Ms Laura Gray (Perth, Australia), Ms Anaseini
Kalougata (Fiji), Mr Sipiriano Nemani (Fiji)

3.

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES

3.1

This is the first meeting of the ICOMOS Pasifika Project Working Group.

3.2

Decisions taken by email since last meeting
N/A

4.

BUSINESS ARISING FROM PREVIOUS MINUTES

4.1

N/A.

5.

ADOPTION OF AGENDA

5.1

N/A

6.

UPDATES

6.1

Correspondence
None

6.2

Policy and Procedures
ICOMOS Pasifika Project Working Group Meeting Minutes – 24 March 2015
Via Skype
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6.3.1 Terms of Reference and Operational Procedures
N/A - To be discussed at 2nd meeting.

7.

MEMBERSHIP

7.1

Membership of the WG
Core group members:
Kerime Danis (Convenor – Australia ICOMOS Secretary, City Plan Heritage)
Alan Croker (Australia ICOMOS Expert - Design 5 Architects, NSW)
Jean Rice (Australia ICOMOS Expert – Jean Rice Architect, NSW)
Laura Gray (Australia ICOMOS Expert – Heritage & Conservation Consultant,
WA)
Bart van Aller (Built Heritage Officer, National Trust of Fiji)
Elizabeth Erasito (Director, National Trust of Fiji),
Sipiriano Nemani (Department of National Heritage Culture & Arts, Fiji),
Anaseini Kalougata (Heritage Officer-Levuka, Department of National Heritage
Culture & Arts, Fiji)

101
KD to prepare
draft Terms of
Reference

Honorary group members:
Peter Phillips (ICOMOS International Vice President - Overseer)
Christophe Sand (President ICOMOS Pasifika - Overseer)
Ian Travers (Australia ICOMOS Vice President - EC Co-representative)
Suzie Yee Show (SG ICOMOS Pasifika, Fiji)
Meretui Ratunabuabua (Outgoing PHH Manager, ICOMOS Pasifika Board
member)
Resignations:
David Gole (Conrad Gargett Riddel Ancher Mortlock Woolley, QLD)
8.

FINANCE

8.1

Total Available Budget & expenses:
To be discussed at 2nd meeting.

9.

STAKEHOLDERS

9.1

Australia ICOMOS; ICOMOS Pasifika; National trust of Fiji; Department of
National Heritage Culture & Arts; Levuka Town Council

10.

WORKSHOP

10.1

The following key matters were discussed at the 1st meeting of the Working
Group:
 Intention and purpose of the Workshop
 Audience profile & catchment: Skills, knowledge, expectations, other Pacific
region ICOMOS Pasifika members
 Reasons & background on the selection of nominated buildings for case
studies
 Access to the nominated case study buildings
 Available documentation on the case study buildings
 Approach to the Workshop
 Community consultation
 Travel & accommodation
ICOMOS Pasifika Project Working Group Meeting Minutes – 24 March 2015
Via Skype
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10.2

Intention and purpose of the Workshop
 Building capacity within the Pacific Region using the Levuka Town World
Heritage Site as a case study
 Opportunity to provide training on the restoration of Levuka’s deteriorating
concrete and wooden buildings
 Encourage Levuka community to appreciate the Outstanding Universal
Value (OUV) of Levuka’s built heritage fabric and maintain their buildings
 Provide participants with best possible learning experience
 Develop priorities and focus on the conservation of built heritage
 Provide brochures & guidelines, and a summary report of the outcome of
the workshop for wider circulation through websites of Pacific Heritage hub
and Australia ICOMOS

102
AICOMOS
project team to
make a list of
useful
conservation
publications and
guidelines from
Australia
including but not
limited to the
Burra Charter,
Conservation
Plan, and NSW
Asset
Maintenance
series etc.
KD to make CD
copy & hard
copies as
practicable

10.3

Audience profile & catchment: Skills, knowledge, expectations, other
Pacific region ICOMOS Pasifika members
 Levuka Town Council, Owners of Levuka Town heritage buildings, trades
people, public officers (planning and heritage) in Fiji and other Pacific
Islands

10.4

Reasons & background on the selection of nominated buildings for case
studies
 Two pilot projects are nominated: Sacred Heart Catholic Cathedral and
Anglican Church
 Both sites are from the earliest phase of development in Levuka and are of
landmarks
 They are in need of urgent repair due to significant deterioration’
 Anglican Church is ready to undertake restoration works,
 The workshop will provide a base and guidelines for the establishment of
scope of works to guide the appropriate restoration and encourage the
community

10.5

Access to the nominated case study buildings
 Bart will organise access to the pilot project sites a day before the
workshop commences to allow for the AICOMOS Experts to see the
buildings and prepare preliminary findings and tailor the workshop training
areas

103
BvA to advice
on access to
project sites

10.6

Available documentation on the case study buildings
 Levuka Ovalau Heritage Register (provided)
 Levuka Heritage Management Plan (provided)
 Drawings of buildings by Japanese students (Bart to provide if possible for
use during the workshop)

104
All to review and
advice how and
which findings
and
recommendatio
ns of these
documents
could be
implemented in
the workshop
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10.7

Approach to the Workshop
 Philosophical approach
 Conservation philosophy
 Maintenance manual?
 Drawings to mark-up
 Preparing a plan to tower for restoration (Sacred Heart Catholic Cathedral)
 Establishing guidelines for scope of works
 Showing benefit of built heritage and timber architecture in Heritage
Tourism through successful examples from Australia, New Zealand (such
as Norfolk Island)
 Advising on materials (such as what is the second best option for timber in
local area (original timber is Oregon pine and can no longer be found
locally)
 Holding a heritage stall in a food market?
 Undertake real case studies such as cleaning and restoring plaster, paint
analysis…
 To be further explored at the 2nd meeting

105
All to think about
the particular
scope for
workshop /
training in order
to finalise the
program at the
2nd meeting

10.8

Community consultation
 Value and importance of community consultation has been discussed and
various options have been discussed to get understanding of - what they
value, what they want to keep, obtaining broader ideas on why they value
the place
 Expertise and skills of Laura Gray are considered to be valuable in the
community consultation and engagement process in order to ensure the
most beneficial outcome and reaching the community
 Consultation to be made early in the week then following up towards end of
the week
 Jean noted her experience during the community consultation at Norfolk
Island

106
LG to provide
advice whether
she would be
able to assist on
this matter &
other tested
options for
community
engagement in
similar context

10.9

Travel & accommodation
 Travel and accommodation options have been discussed. Bart provided a
number of alternatives with the most suitable option being by bus then ferry
from Suva.
 Accommodation: Preferred option is to stay in one place where we can let
the community to come and ask anytime they wish to talk. Options include
Old Royal Hotel, Mariners Lodge, Homestay, and New Mavida Lodge.

107
BvA to check
the availability of
these places
and advice at
2nd meeting.

11.

PROGRAM

11.1

A Draft Workshop Program has been prepared by Bart Van Aller.
The 5-day program has been discussed and agreed in principle with some
changes to be made as the Working Group progresses the scope and
particulars of the Workshop.

12.

OTHER ITEMS

12.1

Info for AICOMOS website

KD

Update to the AICOMOS Executive Committee

KD

Update to the Project Overseers & Australian Government Department of
Environment

KD

All
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13.

NEXT MEETING
Next meeting to be held on Wednesday, 1st April 2015 via Skype at 11.00 am
(Sydney time)

14.

All

CLOSE OF MEETING
Meeting closed at 12:10pm.
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nd

MINUTES
Meeting of the ICOMOS Pasifika Project Working Group
LEVUKA WORLD HERITAGE TOWN WORKSHOP
Wednesday, 1th April 2015
Via Skype at 11.00 am (Sydney time)

1.

WELCOME

1.1

Kerime Danis (Convenor) welcomed Laura Gray to her first meeting. BvA
and LG gave a brief background information about their current status,
expertise and interest/role in the ICOMOS Pasifika Project.

1.2

Attendees

Action

Mr Bart van Aller (Fiji), Mr Alan Croker (Sydney), Mrs Kerime Danis
(Sydney), Mrs Elizabeth Erasito (Fiji), Ms Laura Gray (Sydney), Ms Jean
Rice (Sydney)
Minutes: Kerime Danis
2.

APOLOGIES

2.1

Ms Anaseini Kalougata (Fiji), Mr Sipiriano Nemani (Fiji)

3.

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES

3.1

Minutes of the first meeting of the ICOMOS Pasifika Project Working Group
confirmed.

3.2

Decisions taken by email since last meeting
N/A

4.

BUSINESS ARISING FROM PREVIOUS MINUTES

4.1

101
KD to prepare draft Terms of Reference

See new action
201

102
Ongoing
AICOMOS project team to make a list of useful conservation publications and
guidelines from Australia including but not limited to the Burra Charter,
Conservation Plan, and NSW Asset Maintenance series etc.
KD to make CD copy & hard copies as practicable
103
BvA to advice on access to project sites

To be clarified at
3rd meeting
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104
All to review and advice how and which findings and recommendations of
these documents could be implemented in the workshop

Ongoing

105
All to think about the particular scope for workshop / training in order to
finalise the program at the 2nd meeting

Ongoing to be
finalised at 3rd
meeting

106
LG to provide advice whether she would be able to assist on this matter &
other tested options for community engagement in similar context

LG provided some
ideas and will add
more at 3rd
meeting

107
BvA to check the availability of these (accommodation options) places and
advice at 2nd meeting.

BvA advised that
Crows Nest is
available in May

5.

ADOPTION OF AGENDA

5.1

Preferred working on the 1st meeting minutes

6.

UPDATES

6.1

Correspondence
None

6.2

Policy and Procedures
6.3.1 Terms of Reference and Operational Procedures
KD briefly explained the ToR to the Working Group and although the role of
the Group will be completed before the next AICOMOS EC meeting she will
prepare Group’s ToR for the next meeting.

7.

MEMBERSHIP

7.1

Membership of the WG
Core group members:
Kerime Danis (Convenor – Australia ICOMOS Secretary, City Plan Heritage)
Alan Croker (Australia ICOMOS Expert - Design 5 Architects, NSW)
Jean Rice (Australia ICOMOS Expert – Jean Rice Architect, NSW)
Laura Gray (Australia ICOMOS Expert – Heritage & Conservation
Consultant, WA)
Bart van Aller (Built Heritage Officer, National Trust of Fiji)
Elizabeth Erasito (Director, National Trust of Fiji),
Sipiriano Nemani (Department of National Heritage Culture & Arts, Fiji),
Anaseini Kalougata (Heritage Officer-Levuka, Department of National
Heritage Culture & Arts, Fiji)

201
KD to prepare
Group’s ToR for
the next meeting.

202
BvA to check
whether Mere &
Suzie will be able
to provide any
support in
preparation of the
workshop

Honorary group members:
Peter Phillips (ICOMOS International Vice President - Overseer)
Christophe Sand (President ICOMOS Pasifika - Overseer)
Ian Travers (Australia ICOMOS Vice President - EC Co-representative)
Suzie Yee Show (SG ICOMOS Pasifika, Fiji)
Meretui Ratunabuabua (Outgoing PHH Manager, ICOMOS Pasifika Board
member)
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8.

FINANCE

8.1

Total Available Budget & expenses:
The total budget for the project as approved by the AICOMOS EC and the
DSEWPaC is $11,944.73.
Experts to cover their travel expenses to and from Fiji. Travel expenses and
accommodation within Fiji to be reimbursed from the project budget.
National Trust Fiji to provide/contribute…..
Levuka Town Council to provide/contribute….
Logistics of the Workshop to be provided/contributed…

9.

STAKEHOLDERS

9.1

Australia ICOMOS; ICOMOS Pasifika; National Trust of Fiji; Department of
National Heritage Culture & Arts; Levuka Town Council.
The list is noted by the Group.

10.

WORKSHOP

10.1

Intention and purpose of the Workshop
 Building capacity within the Pacific Region using the Levuka Town World
Heritage Site as a case study
 Opportunity to provide training on the conservation (in principle) of
Levuka’s deteriorating concrete and wooden buildings within the
limitations of the workshop
 Encourage Levuka community to appreciate the Outstanding Universal
Value (OUV) of Levuka’s built heritage fabric and maintain their buildings
 Provide participants with best possible learning experience
 Develop priorities and focus on the conservation of built heritage
 Provide brochures & guidelines, and a summary report of the outcome of
the workshop for wider circulation through websites of Pacific Heritage
hub and Australia ICOMOS

204
AICOMOS project
team to make a list
of useful
conservation
publications and
guidelines from
Australia including
but not limited to
the Burra Charter,
Conservation Plan,
and NSW Asset
Maintenance
series etc.
KD to make CD
copy & hard copies
as practicable

10.3

Audience profile & catchment: Skills, knowledge, expectations, other
Pacific region ICOMOS Pasifika members
 Levuka Town Council, Owners (private & public) of Levuka Town
heritage buildings, trades people, public officers (planning and heritage)
in Fiji and other Pacific Islands

205
KD to email
Christophe Sand
and obtain the
names of the
ICOMOS Pasifika
members for
invitation to the
workshop

10.4

Reasons & background on the selection of nominated buildings for
case studies
Two pilot projects are nominated: Sacred Heart Catholic Cathedral (SHCC)
and Anglican Church but the principal focus will be Anglican Church with the
SHCC being a half a day consultation session with no practical workshop
 Both sites are from the earliest phase of development in Levuka and are
of landmarks
 They are in need of urgent repair due to significant deterioration’

Note.
See workshop
details in item 10.7

203
EE to provide
details of
contributions from
the Fiji
organisations
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Anglican Church is ready to undertake restoration works combining both
concrete and timber (presbytery) structures
The workshop will provide a base and guidelines for the establishment of
scope of works to guide the appropriate restoration and encourage the
community. Prepare scope of works, brief technical report and general
guideline on how to approach to the conservation of the structures and
future development within the site

10.5

Access to the nominated case study buildings
 Bart will organise access, if possible, to the pilot project sites on Sunday
10th May to allow for JR and KD to see the buildings and prepare
preliminary findings and tailor the workshop training areas prior to AC
and LG’s arrival to Levuka on Monday. Further walk through will be
carried out on Monday morning to brief AC and LG

206
BvA to further
advice on access
to project sites in
particular the
Anglican Church
on Sunday, the
10th May.

10.6

Available documentation on the case study buildings
 Levuka Ovalau Heritage Register (provided)
 Levuka Heritage Management Plan (provided)
 Drawings of buildings by Japanese students (Bart to provide if possible
for use during the workshop)

207
BvA to email any
available drawings
for the SHCC and
the Anglican
Church for printing
and notations at
the workshop. BvA
also to check if the
Church has any
identified scope of
works and
documentation and
forward to the
Group for
familiarisation of
the structures.

BvA emailed the Heritage Register and Levuka HMP to the group prior to the
2nd meeting.

10.7

Approach to the Workshop
 Philosophical approach
 Conservation philosophy
 Maintenance manual?
 Drawings to mark-up
 Consultation with Sacred Heart Catholic Cathedral for guidelines on
preparing a scope of works for conservation of the tower and the
structures in general
 Establishing guidelines for scope of works
 Showing benefit of built heritage and timber architecture in Heritage
Tourism through successful examples from Australia, New Zealand (such
as Norfolk Island)
 Advising on materials (such as what is the second best option for timber
in local area (original timber is Oregon pine and can no longer be found
locally)
 Holding a heritage stall in a food market
 Undertake real case studies such as cleaning and restoring plaster, paint
analysis…

208
All to think further
about the
particular scope for
workshop / training
in order to finalise
the program at the
3rd meeting

To be finalised at the 3rd meeting
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10.8

Community consultation
Alternatives for community consultation and engagement have further been
discussed.
 LG noted that holding a heritage stall in a food market is a very good
idea
 Consultation to be made early in the week then following up towards end
of the week
 Advance notice to be given and signs to be placed to let the community
know the workshop and where the AICOMOS group is staying in order to
exchange ideas and obtain their views and broader ideas on what and
why they value the place etc.

209
LG to provide
further advice on
the community
consultation and
take the lead on
organising suitable
signs and
text/content for
heritage stall &
other tested
options for
community
engagement in
similar context

10.9

Travel & accommodation
 Travel and accommodation options have been discussed in detail and all
to make bookings accordingly.
 BvA provided a number of alternatives with the most suitable option
being by bus then ferry from Suva.
 Crows Nest to be booked for the AICOMOS team to stay in Levuka
 JR and KD to arrive in Suva on Friday, the 8th May then travel to Levuka
on Saturday, the 9th May. BvA to advice on travel to Levuka for that day
 AC and LG to arrive in Suva on Saturday evening hence they will fly in to
Levuka on Monday, 11th May.

210
BvA to advice on
travel alternatives
to Levuka for JR
and KD as per
JR’s email.

11.

PROGRAM

11.1

The Draft Workshop Program has been discussed further as noted in item
10.7 above and will be finalised at the 3rd meeting.
The workshop now will be 4.5-day program with a half a day consultation at
the Sacred Heart Catholic Cathedral and 3.5-day workshop at the Anglican
church (from Tuesday, 12th May to Friday, 15th May).
Presentation to Suva officials will be on Monday morning, 18th May.
Some changes to be made as the Working Group progresses the scope and
particulars of the Workshop.

12.

OTHER ITEMS

12.1

Info for AICOMOS website
AICOMOS Secretariat Georgia Meros is away at the moment and will do this
as soon as she is back.

KD

Update to the AICOMOS Executive Committee
A report to be prepared for the EC’s June meeting after which the project is
completed.

KD

Update to the Project Overseers & Australian Government Department of
Environment.
Emailed Christophe Sand and other overseers on the progress and asked for
the ICOMOS Pasifika members and other Pacific region heritage
practitioners/officials to be notified of the workshop and obtain their interest in
attending the workshop to assist in logistics of the workshop.

212
KD to follow up
with Christophe
Sand if there is no
response after the
3rd meeting

211
All to finalise the
workshop details
at the 3rd meeting
BvA and EE to
work further on the
Draft program and
advice at the
meeting.
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13.

NEXT MEETING
Next meeting to be held on Wednesday, 9th April 2015 via Skype at 11.00 am
(Sydney time)

14.

All

CLOSE OF MEETING
Meeting closed at 12:25pm.
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2

nd

MINUTES
Meeting of the ICOMOS Pasifika Project Working Group
LEVUKA WORLD HERITAGE TOWN WORKSHOP
Wednesday, 8th April 2015
Via Skype at 12.00 pm (Sydney time)

1.

WELCOME

Action

1.1

Kerime Danis (Convenor) welcomed the ICOMOS Pasifika Project team to the
meeting.

1.2

Attendees
Mr Bart van Aller (Fiji), Mr Alan Croker (Sydney), Mrs Kerime Danis (Sydney),
Mrs Elizabeth Erasito (Fiji), Ms Laura Gray (Sydney), Ms Jean Rice (Sydney)
Minutes: Kerime Danis

2.

APOLOGIES

2.1

Ms Anaseini Kalougata (Fiji), Mr Sipiriano Nemani (Fiji)

3.

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES

3.1

Minutes of the second meeting of the ICOMOS Pasifika Project Working
Group confirmed. Date of second meeting was noted by error as Wednesday,
the 9th April and to be corrected as Wednesday, the 8th April

3.2

Decisions taken by email since last meeting:
Travel arrangements of AICOMOS team members.

4.

BUSINESS ARISING FROM PREVIOUS MINUTES

4.1

101
KD to prepare draft Terms of Reference

See new action
201 / remove

102
AICOMOS project team to make a list of useful conservation publications and
guidelines from Australia including but not limited to the Burra Charter,
Conservation Plan, and NSW Asset Maintenance series etc.
KD to make CD copy & hard copies as practicable

Ongoing with new
action number
(see 204)

103
BvA to advice on access to project sites – Further discussion has been made
for access to the case studies on Sunday the 10th April for JR and KD to
obtain the preliminary site information

BvA to contact
representatives of
both case studies
and advice on the
potential
arrangements
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4.2

104
All to review and advice how and which findings and recommendations of
these documents could be implemented in the workshop

Ongoing

105
All to think about the particular scope for workshop / training in order to
finalise the program at the 2nd meeting
Program has been further discussed.

See details at
items 10 and 11
below / remove

106
LG to provide advice whether she would be able to assist on this matter &
other tested options for community engagement in similar context
Further ideas for the community consultation have been discussed

See details at
items 10 and 11
below / remove

107
BvA to check the availability of these (accommodation options) places and
advice at 2nd meeting. BvA advised that Crows Nest is available in May.
Booking was made by KD and confirmed by BvA with Crows Nest.

Completed /
remove

201
KD to prepare Group’s ToR for the next meeting.

As the Working
Group’s role will
be completed
prior to the next
AICOMOS EC
meeting KD will
prepare the ToR
for the EC’s
information to
meet the
procedural
requirements
only.

202
BvA to check whether Mere & Suzie will be able to provide any support in
preparation of the workshop

BvA to update the
Working Group on
this matter.

203
EE to provide details of contributions from the Fiji organisations

EE provided a
verbal summary
information and
will advise further
for inclusion in the
minutes. See item
8.1 for details

204
AICOMOS project team to make a list of useful conservation publications and
guidelines from Australia including but not limited to the Burra Charter,
Conservation Plan, and NSW Asset Maintenance series etc.
KD to make CD copy & hard copies as practicable

Ongoing. See
item 10.1

205
KD to email Christophe Sand and obtain the names of the ICOMOS Pasifika
members for invitation to the workshop

KD sent the email
but has not heard
back at the time
of the 3rd meeting.

206
BvA to further advice on access to project sites in particular the Anglican
Church on Sunday, the 10th May.

BvA to advice at
the next meeting
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207
BvA to email any available drawings for the SHCC and the Anglican Church
for printing and notations at the workshop. BvA also to check if the Church
has any identified scope of works and documentation and forward to the
Group for familiarisation of the structures.

BvA emailed the
drawings
following the 3rd
meeting.

208
All to think further about the particular scope for workshop / training in order to
finalise the program at the 3rd meeting

Working Group
has discussed the
scope for the
workshop. See
item 10.6

209
LG to provide further advice on the community consultation and take the lead
on organising suitable signs and text/content for heritage stall & other tested
options for community engagement in similar context

See item 10.6 and
10.7

210
BvA to advice on travel alternatives to Levuka for JR and KD as per JR’s
email.

BvA confirmed
the details at the
meeting. See item
10.8

211
All to finalise the workshop details at the 3rd meeting BvA and EE to work
further on the Draft program and advice at the meeting.

See item 11.1

212
KD to follow up with Christophe Sand if there is no response after the 3rd
meeting

See item 12.1

5.

ADOPTION OF AGENDA

5.1

It was agreed to work on the previous meeting minutes rather than preparing
an agenda for Skype meetings.

6.

UPDATES

6.1

Correspondence
None

6.2

Policy and Procedures
6.3.1 Terms of Reference and Operational Procedures
KD briefly explained the ToR to the Working Group and although the role of
the Group will be completed before the next AICOMOS EC meeting she will
prepare Group’s ToR for the EC’s information to meet the procedural
requirements only.

7.

MEMBERSHIP

7.1

Membership of the WG
Core group members:
Kerime Danis (Convenor – Australia ICOMOS Secretary, City Plan Heritage)
Alan Croker (Australia ICOMOS Expert - Design 5 Architects, NSW)
Jean Rice (Australia ICOMOS Expert – Jean Rice Architect, NSW)
Laura Gray (Australia ICOMOS Expert – Heritage & Conservation Consultant,
WA)
Bart van Aller (Built Heritage Officer, National Trust of Fiji)
Elizabeth Erasito (Director, National Trust of Fiji),
Sipiriano Nemani (Department of National Heritage Culture & Arts, Fiji),
Anaseini Kalougata (Heritage Officer-Levuka, Department of National

301
KD to prepare
Group’s ToR for
the EC’s next
meeting.

302
BvA to confirm at
the next meeting
if Mere &
Suzie will be able
to provide any
support in
organisation or
during the
workshop
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Heritage Culture & Arts, Fiji)
Honorary group members:
Peter Phillips (ICOMOS International Vice President - Overseer)
Christophe Sand (President ICOMOS Pasifika - Overseer)
Ian Travers (Australia ICOMOS Vice President - EC Co-representative)
Suzie Yee Show (SG ICOMOS Pasifika, Fiji)
Meretui Ratunabuabua (Outgoing PHH Manager, ICOMOS Pasifika Board
member)
8.

FINANCE

8.1

Total Available Budget & expenses:
The total budget for the project as approved by the AICOMOS EC and the
DSEWPaC is $11,944.73.
Experts to cover their travel expenses to and from Fiji. Travel expenses and
accommodation within Fiji to be reimbursed from the project budget.
National Trust Fiji will cover their travel and accommodation costs as well as
some logistics for printing, provision of projector for presentations and camera
for recording of the Workshop
Levuka Town Council to provide use of the Town Hall in kind as noted in the
Workshop Program
Logistics of the Workshop to be looked after by AK in association with SN
Department of National Heritage Culture & Arts, Fiji???

9.

STAKEHOLDERS

9.1

Australia ICOMOS; ICOMOS Pasifika; National trust of Fiji; Department of
National Heritage Culture & Arts; Levuka Town Council.
The list is noted by the Group.

10.

WORKSHOP

10.1

Intention and purpose of the Workshop
 Building capacity within the Pacific Region using the Levuka Town World
Heritage Site as a case study
 Opportunity to provide training on the conservation (in principle) of
Levuka’s deteriorating concrete and wooden buildings within the
limitations of the workshop
 Encourage Levuka community to appreciate the Outstanding Universal
Value (OUV) of Levuka’s built heritage fabric and maintain their buildings
 Provide participants with best possible learning experience
 Develop priorities and focus on the conservation of built heritage
 Provide brochures & guidelines, and a summary report of the outcome of
the workshop for wider circulation through websites of Pacific Heritage
hub and Australia ICOMOS

303
EE to provide any
further details in
this regard to KD
via email.
304
EE also to check
if Department of
National Heritage
Culture & Arts will
provide any
contribution in
kind or otherwise.
305
AK and SN to
advice on their
contribution
during the
Workshop (see
note on the left
column).

Note.

306
AICOMOS project
team to make a
list of useful
conservation
publications and
guidelines from
Australia. Further
to discussion of
the Working
Group
Following the
meeting KD and
JR discussed the
matter and JR
offered to create a
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10.2

Further to discussion of the Working Group it was agreed to minimise bringing
hard copies from Australia rather electronic copies to be provided and printed
in Suva or Levuka as necessary. AC suggested that there should be at least
one hard copy of each document at the Workshop.
KD to make electronic copy & hard copies as practicable

Dropbox for
Levuka Project
where everyone
can upload the
necessary project
documentation for
consideration and
making decision
on hard copies.

Audience profile & catchment: Skills, knowledge, expectations, other
Pacific region ICOMOS Pasifika members
 Levuka Town Council, Owners of Levuka Town heritage buildings, trades
people, public officers (planning and heritage) in Fiji and other Pacific
Islands

307
KD to follow it up
with Christophe
Sand

KD sent the email Christophe Sand and obtain the names of the ICOMOS
Pasifika members for invitation to the workshop but has not heard back at the
time of the 3rd meeting.
10.3

Reasons & background on the selection of nominated buildings for case
studies
Two pilot projects are nominated: Sacred Heart Catholic Cathedral (SHCC)
and Anglican Church but the principal focus will be Anglican Church with the
SHCC being two half-day consultation sessions before and after the Anglican
Church practical/theoretical sessions with no practical workshop.

Note.
See workshop
details at item
10.6

These case study sites have been selected as:
Both sites are from the earliest phase of development in Levuka and are of
landmarks
They are in need of urgent repair due to significant deterioration’
 Anglican Church is ready to undertake restoration works combining both
concrete and timber (presbytery) structures
 The workshop will provide a base and guidelines for the establishment of
scope of works to guide the appropriate restoration and encourage the
community. Prepare scope of works, brief technical report and general
guideline on how to approach to the conservation of the structures and
future development within the site
10.4

Access to the nominated case study buildings
 Bart will organise access access, if possible, to the pilot project sites on
Sunday 10th May to allow for JR and KD to see the buildings and prepare
preliminary findings and tailor the workshop training areas prior to AC and
LG’s arrival to Levuka on Monday. Further walk through will be
carried out on Monday morning to brief AC and LG.

308
BvA to advice on
access to project
sites in particular
the Anglican
Church on
Sunday, 10th May.

10.5

Available documentation on the case study buildings
 Levuka Ovalau Heritage Register (provided)
 Levuka Heritage Management Plan (provided)
 Drawings of buildings by Japanese students (Bart to provide if possible for
use during the workshop)

309
AICOMOS team
to review the
drawings sent by
BvA and advice if
there is any
question or
requirement for
further drawings.

BvA emailed the Heritage Register and Levuka HMP to the group prior to the
2nd meeting. BvA also emailed the report prepared by Japanese students
under ACCU student exchange program in 2006 incorporating the sketched
310
drawings of the buildings in Levuka town including the Anglican Church (No.
BvA to obtain any
16 on page 56 of the document) and the Sacred Heart Catholic Cathedral (No.
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10.6

17 on page 60 of the document) . Relevant drawings will be printed for
notations at the workshop. BvA also to check if the Church has any identified
scope of works and documentation and forward to the Group for
familiarisation and discussion. BvA noted that relevant trades’ people and an
architect are already organised by the Church for the proposed works to the
building.

information
available on the
Anglican Church
proposed scope
of works. BvA to
provide
information on the
Architect involved
in the Church’s
proposed works.

Approach to the Workshop
Working Group discussed the workshop further and made some amendments
/ additions as noted below:
 Philosophical approach
 Conservation philosophy
 Maintenance manual to guide
 Drawings to mark-up using the existing sketches by Japanese students
 Consultation with Sacred Heart Catholic Cathedral for guidelines on
preparing a scope of works for conservation of the tower and the
structures in general. Invite the representatives of the Sacred Heart to the
Anglican Church workshop sessions
 Establishing guidelines for scope of works
 Showing benefit of built heritage and timber architecture in Heritage
Tourism through successful examples from Australia, New Zealand
 Advising on materials (such as what is the second best option for timber
in local area (original timber is Oregon pine and can no longer be found
locally)
 Holding a heritage stall in a food market
 Restoration fair – options of to do the fair by inviting conservation/painting
product companies to provide information or not to do a fair but to give
information on available materials in Fiji as part of the workshop (The
Group is concerned on whether the advice of the material companies
would conflict with heritage best practice approach and is favouring the
latter option)
 Undertake hands-on activities such as cleaning and restoring plaster,
paint analysis

311
All to think further
about the
particular scope
for workshop /
hands-on training
in order to finalise
the Program

Refer to the draft Program for additional details.
10.7

Community consultation
Alternatives for community consultation and engagement have further been
discussed.
 LG noted that holding a heritage stall in a food market is a very good idea
 Consultation to be made early in the week then following up towards end
of the week. Friday to be kept flexible for any further activities deemed
necessary and engagement with the community
 Seeking EOI from property owners to visit their property for survey and
conservation advice
 Advance notice to be given and signs to be placed to let the community
know the workshop and where the AICOMOS group is staying in order to
exchange ideas and obtain their views and broader ideas on what and
why they value the place etc.

312
LG to provide
further advice on
the community
consultation and
take the lead on
organising
suitable signs and
text/content for
heritage stall &
other tested
options for
community
engagement in
similar context

10.8

Travel & accommodation

313
BvA and EE to
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Travel and accommodation options have been discussed in detail and all
made bookings accordingly for flights to Fiji then Suva.
BvA provided a number of alternatives with the most suitable option being
by bus then ferry from Suva.
Crows Nest is booked and confirmation obtained by BvA for the
AICOMOS team to stay in Levuka
JR and KD will arrive in Suva on Friday, the 8th May then travel to Levuka
on Saturday, the 9th May. BvA provided advice on travel to Levuka for that
day and will organise bookings in association with EE
AC and LG will arrive in Suva on Saturday evening and will fly in to
Levuka on Monday, 11th May.

organise bookings
for travel (bus +
ferry) to Levuka
for JR and KD on
9th May, and for
the Working
Group members
(present at the
Skype meeting)
from levuka to
Suva on
Saturday, 16th
May.
314
JR and KD to
make their hotel
bookings in Suva

11.

PROGRAM

11.1

The Draft Workshop Program has been discussed further as noted in item
10.6 above and will be finalised out of session by providing comments and
input to the draft program to be prepared by KD. It is anticipated that the
Program will need to be amended after the Group’s preliminary inspection and
consultation with the SHCC and the Anglican Church on Sunday (10th May)
afternoon and Monday (11th May) morning.
The workshop will be a 4.5-day program with two half-day consultation
sessions at the Sacred Heart Catholic Cathedral (Tuesday, 12th May morning
& Thursday, 14th May afternoon); 2-days workshop at the Anglican Church
(from Tuesday, 12th May afternoon to Thursday, 14th May midday); and
Friday, 15th May to be a flexible day for further activities that may come out of
the workshop, possible visit to a property owner’s place, and community
engagement as time permits.
Presentation to Suva officials will be on Monday morning, 18th May.
Further changes to be made as the Working Group progresses the scope and
particulars of the Workshop.

315
KD to prepare a
draft Program
based on BvA’s
initial draft
Program and the
discussions at the
3rd meeting and
email it to the
Working Group.
316
All to comment
and provide input
when the draft
Program is sent in
order to finalise
the details out of
session in
preparation to the
4th meeting.

12.

OTHER ITEMS

12.1

Info for AICOMOS website
AICOMOS Secretariat Georgia Meros is away until the 23rd of April and KD
will do this as soon as she is back.

KD

Update to the AICOMOS Executive Committee
A report to be prepared for the EC’s June meeting after which the project is
completed.

KD

Update to the Project Overseers & Australian Government Department of
Environment
Emailed Christophe Sand and other overseers on the progress and asked for
the ICOMOS Pasifika members and other Pacific region heritage practitioners
/ officials to be notified of the workshop and obtain their interest in attending
the workshop to assist in logistics of the workshop.

212
KD to follow up
with Christophe
Sand if there is no
response after the
3rd meeting
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13.

NEXT MEETING
Date for the next meeting to be confirmed via emails

14.

All

CLOSE OF MEETING
Meeting closed at 1:15pm.
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AUSTRALIA ICOMOS INC
INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL ON MONUMENTS AND SITES
Australia ICOMOS Secretariat, c/- Faculty of Arts, Deakin University, 221 Burwood Hwy, Burwood, Vic 3125
Ph 03 9251 7131 Fax 03 9251 7158
e: austicomos@deakin.edu.au w: www.icomos.org/australia
MISSION STATEMENT
Australia ICOMOS’ mission is to lead cultural heritage conservation in Australia by raising standards, encouraging
debate and generating innovative ideas.

MINUTES
4 Meeting of the ICOMOS Pasifika Project Working Group
LEVUKA WORLD HERITAGE TOWN WORKSHOP
Wednesday, 22nd April 2015
Via Skype at 12.00 pm (Sydney time)
th

1.

WELCOME

1.1

Kerime Danis (Convenor) welcomed the ICOMOS Pasifika Project team to the
meeting.

1.2

Attendees

Action

Mr Bart van Aller (Fiji), Mr Alan Croker (Sydney), Mrs Kerime Danis (Sydney),
Mrs Elizabeth Erasito (Fiji), Ms Laura Gray (Sydney), Ms Jean Rice (Sydney)
Minutes: Kerime Danis
2.

APOLOGIES

2.1

Ms Anaseini Kalougata (Fiji), Mr Sipiriano Nemani (Fiji)

3.

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES

3.1

Mended minutes of the third meeting of the ICOMOS Pasifika Project Working
Group confirmed.

3.2

Decisions taken by email since last meeting:
Travel & accommodation arrangements of AICOMOS team members.

4.

BUSINESS ARISING FROM PREVIOUS MINUTES

4.1

102
AICOMOS project team to make a list of useful conservation publications and
guidelines from Australia including but not limited to the Burra Charter,
Conservation Plan, and NSW Asset Maintenance series etc.
KD to make CD copy & hard copies as practicable

Ongoing with new
action number
(see 204)

103
BvA to advice on access to project sites – Further discussion has been made
for access to the case studies on Sunday the 10th April for JR and KD to
obtain the preliminary site information

BvA to contact
representatives of
both case studies
and advice on the
potential
arrangements

104
All to review and advice how and which findings and recommendations of
these documents could be implemented in the workshop

Ongoing
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4.2

201
KD to prepare Group’s ToR for the next meeting.

As the Working
Group’s role will
be completed
prior to the next
AICOMOS EC
meeting KD will
prepare the ToR
for the EC’s
information to
meet the
procedural
requirements
only.

202
BvA to check whether Mere & Suzie will be able to provide any support in
preparation of the workshop

BvA to update the
Working Group on
this matter.

203
EE to provide details of contributions from the Fiji organisations

EE provided a
verbal summary
information and
will advise further
for inclusion in the
minutes. See item
8.1 for details

204
AICOMOS project team to make a list of useful conservation publications and
guidelines from Australia including but not limited to the Burra Charter,
Conservation Plan, and NSW Asset Maintenance series etc.
KD to make CD copy & hard copies as practicable

Ongoing. See
item 10.1

205
KD to email Christophe Sand and obtain the names of the ICOMOS Pasifika
members for invitation to the workshop

KD sent the email
but has not heard
back at the time
of the 3rd meeting.

206
BvA to further advice on access to project sites in particular the Anglican
Church on Sunday, the 10th May.

BvA to advice at
the next meeting

207
BvA to email any available drawings for the SHCC and the Anglican Church
for printing and notations at the workshop. BvA also to check if the Church
has any identified scope of works and documentation and forward to the
Group for familiarisation of the structures.

BvA emailed the
drawings
following the 3rd
meeting.

208
All to think further about the particular scope for workshop / training in order to
finalise the program at the 3rd meeting

Working Group
has discussed the
scope for the
workshop. See
item 10.6

209
LG to provide further advice on the community consultation and take the lead
on organising suitable signs and text/content for heritage stall & other tested
options for community engagement in similar context

See item 10.6 and
10.7

210
BvA to advice on travel alternatives to Levuka for JR and KD as per JR’s
email.

BvA confirmed
the details at the
meeting. See item
10.8
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211
All to finalise the workshop details at the 3rd meeting BvA and EE to work
further on the Draft program and advice at the meeting.

See item 11.1

212
KD to follow up with Christophe Sand if there is no response after the 3rd
meeting

See item 12.1

5.

ADOPTION OF AGENDA

5.1

It was agreed to work on the previous meeting minutes rather than preparing
an agenda for Skype meetings.

6.

UPDATES

6.1

Correspondence
None

6.2

Policy and Procedures
6.3.1 Terms of Reference and Operational Procedures
KD briefly explained the ToR to the Working Group and although the role of
the Group will be completed before the next AICOMOS EC meeting she will
prepare Group’s ToR for the EC’s information to meet the procedural
requirements only.

7.

MEMBERSHIP

7.1

Membership of the WG
Core group members:
Kerime Danis (Convenor – Australia ICOMOS Secretary, City Plan Heritage)
Alan Croker (Australia ICOMOS Expert - Design 5 Architects, NSW)
Jean Rice (Australia ICOMOS Expert – Jean Rice Architect, NSW)
Laura Gray (Australia ICOMOS Expert – Heritage & Conservation Consultant,
WA)
Bart van Aller (Built Heritage Officer, National Trust of Fiji)
Elizabeth Erasito (Director, National Trust of Fiji),
Sipiriano Nemani (Department of National Heritage Culture & Arts, Fiji),
Anaseini Kalougata (Heritage Officer-Levuka, Department of National
Heritage Culture & Arts, Fiji)
Honorary group members:
Peter Phillips (ICOMOS International Vice President - Overseer)
Christophe Sand (President ICOMOS Pasifika - Overseer)
Ian Travers (Australia ICOMOS Vice President - EC Co-representative)
Suzie Yee Show (SG ICOMOS Pasifika, Fiji)
Meretui Ratunabuabua (Outgoing PHH Manager, ICOMOS Pasifika Board
member)

8.

FINANCE

8.1

Total Available Budget & expenses:
The total budget for the project as approved by the AICOMOS EC and the
DSEWPaC is $11,944.73.
Experts to cover their travel expenses to and from Fiji. Travel expenses and
accommodation within Fiji to be reimbursed from the project budget.
National Trust Fiji will cover their travel and accommodation costs as well as

401
KD to prepare
Group’s ToR for
the EC’s next
meeting.

402
BvA to confirm at
the next meeting
if Mere &
Suzie will be able
to provide any
support in
organisation or
during the
workshop
BvA noted that
due to health
issues it is
unknown if Mere
and Suzie will be
able to contribute.

403
EE to provide any
further details in
this regard to KD
via email.
EE provided draft
budget KD to
check and advice.
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some logistics for printing, provision of projector for presentations and camera
for recording of the Workshop. NT FJ will cover their participating members’
expenses (should any funding be available KD will advise on possible
support) Sending four members to the workshop.
Levuka Town Council to provide use of the Town Hall in kind as noted in the
Workshop Program
Logistics of the Workshop to be looked after by AK in association with SN. SN
noted that they will be able to assist during the workshop proceedings – in
kind contribution is acknowledged.
Department of National Heritage Culture & Arts, Fiji – Possible in kind
contribution of their participating members is acknowledged.

9.

STAKEHOLDERS

9.1

Australia ICOMOS; ICOMOS Pasifika; National trust of Fiji; Department of
National Heritage Culture & Arts; Levuka Town Council.
The list is noted by the Group.

10.

WORKSHOP

10.1

Intention and purpose of the Workshop
 Building capacity within the Pacific Region using the Levuka Town World
Heritage Site as a case study
 Opportunity to provide training on the conservation (in principle) of
Levuka’s deteriorating concrete and wooden buildings within the
limitations of the workshop
 Encourage Levuka community to appreciate the Outstanding Universal
Value (OUV) of Levuka’s built heritage fabric and maintain their buildings
 Provide participants with best possible learning experience
 Develop priorities and focus on the conservation of built heritage
 Provide brochures & guidelines, and a summary report of the outcome of
the workshop for wider circulation through websites of Pacific Heritage
hub and Australia ICOMOS
Further to discussion of the Working Group it was agreed to minimise bringing
hard copies from Australia rather electronic copies to be provided and printed
in Suva or Levuka as necessary. AC suggested that there should be at least
one hard copy of each document at the Workshop.
KD to make electronic copy & hard copies as practicable

10.2

Audience profile & catchment: Skills, knowledge, expectations, other
Pacific region ICOMOS Pasifika members
 Levuka Town Council, Owners of Levuka Town heritage buildings, trades
people, public officers (planning and heritage) in Fiji and other Pacific
Islands

404
EE also to check
if Department of
National Heritage
Culture & Arts will
provide any
contribution in
kind or otherwise
– see note on the
left.
405
AK and SN to
advice on their
contribution
during the
Workshop (see
note on the left
column).

Note.

406
AICOMOS project
team to make a
list of useful
conservation
publications and
guidelines from
Australia. Further
to discussion of
the Working
Group
Following the
meeting KD and
JR discussed the
matter and JR
offered to create a
Dropbox for
Levuka Project
where everyone
can upload the
necessary project
documentation for
consideration and
making decision
on hard copies.
307
KD to follow it up
with Christophe
Sand
Followed & KD
will send email to
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10.3

KD sent the email Christophe Sand and obtain the names of the ICOMOS
Pasifika members for invitation to the workshop but has not heard back at the
time of the 3rd meeting.

other Pacific
Region members
the program

Reasons & background on the selection of nominated buildings for case
studies
Two pilot projects are nominated: Sacred Heart Catholic Cathedral (SHCC)
and Anglican Church but the principal focus will be Anglican Church with the
SHCC being two half-day consultation sessions before and after the Anglican
Church practical/theoretical sessions with no practical workshop.

Note.
See workshop
details at item
10.6

These case study sites have been selected as:
Both sites are from the earliest phase of development in Levuka and are of
landmarks
They are in need of urgent repair due to significant deterioration’
 Anglican Church is ready to undertake restoration works combining both
concrete and timber (presbytery) structures
 The workshop will provide a base and guidelines for the establishment of
scope of works to guide the appropriate restoration and encourage the
community. Prepare scope of works, brief technical report and general
guideline on how to approach to the conservation of the structures and
future development within the site
10.4

Access to the nominated case study buildings
 Bart will organise access access, if possible, to the pilot project sites on
Sunday 10th May to allow for JR and KD to see the buildings and prepare
preliminary findings and tailor the workshop training areas prior to AC and
LG’s arrival to Levuka on Monday. Further walk through will be
carried out on Monday morning to brief AC and LG.

308
BvA to advice on
access to project
sites in particular
the Anglican
Church on
Sunday, 10th May.

10.5

Available documentation on the case study buildings
 Levuka Ovalau Heritage Register (provided)
 Levuka Heritage Management Plan (provided)
 Drawings of buildings by Japanese students (Bart to provide if possible for
use during the workshop)

309 408
AICOMOS team
to review the
drawings sent by
BvA and advice if
there is any
question or
requirement for
further drawings.

BvA emailed the Heritage Register and Levuka HMP to the group prior to the
2nd meeting. BvA also emailed the report prepared by Japanese students
under ACCU student exchange program in 2006 incorporating the sketched
drawings of the buildings in Levuka town including the Anglican Church (No.
16 on page 56 of the document) and the Sacred Heart Catholic Cathedral (No.
17 on page 60 of the document) . Relevant drawings will be printed for
notations at the workshop. BvA also to check if the Church has any identified
scope of works and documentation and forward to the Group for
familiarisation and discussion. BvA noted that relevant trades’ people and an
architect are already organised by the Church for the proposed works to the
building.

10.6

Approach to the Workshop

310
BvA to obtain any
information
available on the
Anglican Church
proposed scope
of works. BvA to
provide
information on the
Architect involved
in the Church’s
proposed works.
BvA advised that
there is no
background
scope or
otherwise docs.
311
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Working Group discussed the workshop further and made some amendments
/ additions as noted below:
 Philosophical approach
 Conservation philosophy
 Maintenance manual to guide
 Drawings to mark-up using the existing sketches by Japanese students
 Consultation with Sacred Heart Catholic Cathedral for guidelines on
preparing a scope of works for conservation of the tower and the
structures in general. Invite the representatives of the Sacred Heart to the
Anglican Church workshop sessions
 Establishing guidelines for scope of works
 Showing benefit of built heritage and timber architecture in Heritage
Tourism through successful examples from Australia, New Zealand
 Advising on materials (such as what is the second best option for timber
in local area (original timber is Oregon pine and can no longer be found
locally)
 Holding a heritage stall in a food market
 Restoration fair – options of to do the fair by inviting conservation/painting
product companies to provide information or not to do a fair but to give
information on available materials in Fiji as part of the workshop (The
Group is concerned on whether the advice of the material companies
would conflict with heritage best practice approach and is favouring the
latter option)
 Undertake hands-on activities such as cleaning and restoring plaster,
paint analysis

All to think further
about the
particular scope
for workshop /
hands-on training
in order to finalise
the Program
The program to
be developed
further in Levuka

Refer to the draft Program for additional details.
10.7

Community consultation
Alternatives for community consultation and engagement have further been
discussed.
 LG noted that holding a heritage stall in a food market is a very good idea
 Consultation to be made early in the week then following up towards end
of the week. Friday to be kept flexible for any further activities deemed
necessary and engagement with the community
 Seeking EOI from property owners to visit their property for survey and
conservation advice
 Advance notice to be given and signs to be placed to let the community
know the workshop and where the AICOMOS group is staying in order to
exchange ideas and obtain their views and broader ideas on what and
why they value the place etc.

312
LG to provide
further advice on
the community
consultation and
take the lead on
organising
suitable signs and
text/content for
heritage stall &
other tested
options for
community
engagement in
similar context

10.8

Travel & accommodation
 Travel and accommodation options have been discussed in detail and all
made bookings accordingly for flights to Fiji then Suva.
 BvA provided a number of alternatives with the most suitable option being
by bus then ferry from Suva.
 Crows Nest is booked and confirmation obtained by BvA for the
AICOMOS team to stay in Levuka
 JR and KD will arrive in Suva on Friday, the 8th May then travel to Levuka
on Saturday, the 9th May. BvA provided advice on travel to Levuka for that
day and will organise bookings in association with EE
 AC and LG will arrive in Suva on Saturday evening and will fly in to
Levuka on Monday, 11th May.

313 409
BvA and EE to
organise bookings
for travel (bus +
ferry) to Levuka
for JR and KD on
9th May, and for
the Working
Group members
(present at the
Skype meeting)
from levuka to
Suva on
Saturday, 16th
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May.
314 410
JR and KD to
make their hotel
bookings in Suva
11.

PROGRAM

11.1

The Draft Workshop Program has been discussed further as noted in item
10.6 above and will be finalised out of session by providing comments and
input to the draft program to be prepared by KD. It is anticipated that the
Program will need to be amended after the Group’s preliminary inspection and
consultation with the SHCC and the Anglican Church on Sunday (10th May)
afternoon and Monday (11th May) morning.
The workshop will be a 4.5-day program with two half-day consultation
sessions at the Sacred Heart Catholic Cathedral (Tuesday, 12th May morning
& Thursday, 14th May afternoon); 2-days workshop at the Anglican Church
(from Tuesday, 12th May afternoon to Thursday, 14th May midday); and
Friday, 15th May to be a flexible day for further activities that may come out of
the workshop, possible visit to a property owner’s place, and community
engagement as time permits.
Presentation to Suva officials will be on Monday morning, 18th May.
Further changes to be made as the Working Group progresses the scope and
particulars of the Workshop.

315 411
KD to prepare a
draft Program
based on BvA’s
initial draft
Program and the
discussions at the
3rd meeting and
email it to the
Working Group.
KD updated the
program in
accordance with
4th meeting
discussions and
will further update
should any of the
Working Group
members have
any amendments.
Otherwise the
program will be
further refined in
Levuka after site
visits on Sunday
the 10th May.
316
All to comment
and provide input
when the draft
Program is sent in
order to finalise
the details out of
session in
preparation to the
4th meeting.

12.

OTHER ITEMS

12.1

Info for AICOMOS website
AICOMOS Secretariat Georgia Meros is away until the 23rd of April and KD
will do this as soon as she is back.

KD

Update to the AICOMOS Executive Committee
A report to be prepared for the EC’s June meeting after which the project is
completed.

KD

Update to the Project Overseers & Australian Government Department of
Environment
Emailed Christophe Sand and other overseers on the progress and asked for

212
KD to follow up
with Christophe
Sand if there is no

ICOMOS Pasifika Project Working Group Meeting Minutes – 22nd April 2015
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the ICOMOS Pasifika members and other Pacific region heritage practitioners
/ officials to be notified of the workshop and obtain their interest in attending
the workshop to assist in logistics of the workshop.

13.

NEXT MEETING
No further Skype meeting is proposed rather email communication will be
made until the arrival of AICOMOS team members in Suva.

14.

response after the
3rd meeting
See note in item
10.2 above.

All

CLOSE OF MEETING
Meeting closed at 1:38pm.

ICOMOS Pasifika Project Working Group Meeting Minutes – 22nd April 2015
Via Skype
8
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An ICOMOS Pasifika Project
11—15 May 2015, Levuka, Ovalau

Dates
 11—15 May 2015

Venue
 Levuka Town Hall

Registration
 FREE
Target Audience
 Heritage building
owners, contractors, builders,
tradespersons —
plaster, joinery,
carpenters, architects
 Government regulators—planners,
local government
officials
 Any interested
persons

Levuka Historic Port Town—A UNESCO World Heritage Site
Heritage Conservation Workshop 11—15 May 2015
ICOMOS Pasifika, National Trust of Fiji, and
Australia ICOMOS have
joined forces to share experience and expertise to
assist heritage conservation in Fiji. They are supported by the Levuka
Town Council and Department of Heritage and Arts
Fiji.
This is an opportunity for
anyone involved in working on heritage buildings
to come together with four
technical experts to collaborate and share experiences together.

workshop study. The workshop
will assess and discuss repair
methodologies on site.
A second focus of the group will
be the Sacred Heart Cathedral
where a brief inspection of key
features and deteriorating features will be made, and a plan
for addressing the conservation
needs of the church defined.
A special tour of the town will
provide an overview of the built
history of the town, key features
of buildings and a brief on Sacred Heart Cathedral 1925
the health status of buildings.

The team will work together with the Anglican
Diocese of Polynesia to
present the Church of the
Holy Redeemer in Levuka,
a concrete building, as a

Introduction to Australian Heritage Guidelines and Tools
A unique opportunity to
discuss culture and applicability of the Australian
heritage guidelines, conservation approaches, and
documentation in order to
assist and help set up a

process for conservation
of Levuka Heritage Town
buildings. In this workshop
participants will be introduced to the Australian
heritage tools such as the
Burra Charter principles

and practice notes, Jim
Kerr’s Conservation Plan,
and be directed to available publications on conservation processes, approach, principles, integrity and authenticity.

Meet the Experts
Jean

Rice

is a Sydney
architect, specialising
in
heritage conservation, with
nearly
30
years of experience. Jean
worked for the then NSW
Public Works Department
(PWD) for 19 years, then
for a medium size practice
for 8 years and in late
2007 established her own
architectural practice.
Jean is a conservation
architect with extensive
experience in all aspects
of heritage conservation
from strategic planning
and the management of
cultural landscapes to site
supervision of heritage
trades and materials conservation. Jean has been
involved with the heritage
assessment, conservation
management and master
planning of many large
and small historic sites
and areas. She is experienced in building conservation including documentation, heritage assessment and the preparation
of maintenance plans for
public buildings.

Laura Gray

has
worked
throughout
regional Western Australia
to
identify
document and
conserve heritage places.
For over 20 years Laura’s
passion and enthusiasm for
people and their heritage
together with her heritage
and conservation expertise
of an architectural background and cultural planning and mediation attributes, have facilitated countless positive projects and
proud communities.

An ICOMOS Pasifika Project

A l a n
Croker is

the founder
and principal of Design 5 –
Architects
Pty Ltd in
Sydney, a firm well regarded for their work in
conservation and adaptive
re-use. He has considerable experience in conservation work and conservation planning, and regularly teaches on these
subjects.
His firm has
won numerous awards for
their work and are known
for their encouragement
and use of high quality
modern design in conjunction with high quality conservation.
Recent conservation projects include Stage 1 of
the refurbishment of the
Tasmanian Museum and
Art Gallery in Hobart, and
Exeter Farm timber slab
cottages north west of
Sydney. Recent new projects include the Vedanta
Centre in Sydney, and the
Meditation Hall at Swami
Vivekananda College,
Malolo Fiji.Alan provides
conservation advice to the

Page 2
Sydney Opera House,
where he has recently
completed the 4th edition
of its Conservation Management Plan.
Alan has a passion for
joinery and has coauthored a recently published book entitled Traditional Joinery of Sydney
Houses 1810 – 1915.
He is an active member of
Australia ICOMOS and is
a member of the NSW
Heritage Council’s Technical Advisory Group’s reference panel.

Kerime
Danis is

Director of
the heritage
team at City
Plan since
April 2007.
Kerime is
trained as an architect and
heritage consultant with
over 30 years experience
combined in heritage conservation and architecture.
She has extensive experience in conservation and
heritage management
projects including 15
years of architectural
practice and project man-

agement in the Turkish Republic.
Kerime has been an active
member of the Australian
Institute of Architects Heritage Committee since 2002
and was a member of the
working parties for the Heritage Council publication Design in Context and
New Uses for Heritage
Places. Kerime’s architectural and design skills add to
the range of expertise at City
Plan Heritage. As Heritage
Consultant, Kerime is involved from the initial design
stage of the projects and
aids in the resolution of heritage issues through all
stages of design, approval
and construction. Kerime
has been a member of the
Executive Committee of
Australia ICOMOS since
2011 and is the current Secretary of the organisation.
She is committed to achieving Australia ICOMOS' goals
through devoting her knowledge and expertise in application of best heritage practice and conservation philosophy. She is coordinating
the ICOMOS Pasifika Project at Levuka Town on behalf of Australia ICOMOS.

Bart van Aller is trained as a build-

ing historian with 30 years of experience in both Heritage Conservation and
Museology. He followed a Postgraduate
Training Course Building History, Restoration & Conservation at the University of Utrecht and has worked since
2007 as an independent heritage conservation consultant and building historian in Holland. He also worked for the Dutch State
Agency of Cultural Heritage (RCE). Since October 2013
he works as a full time Built Heritage Officer for the National Trust of Fiji providing technical advice on the preservation and research of buildings in Levuka (UNESCO
World Heritage Town) and the built heritage in Suva and
other parts of Fiji. He conducts community based research into historical buildings and supports the creation
of partnerships to further work on heritage buildings in
Fiji. Furthermore providing advice on maintenance of
buildings, improvements and enhancements to the heritage value and appearance of historical buildings.

An ICOMOS Pasifika Project
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Church of the Holy Redeemer
The Anglican Church was
erected from 1899 to 1903
and dedicated to the Holy
Redeemer as a perpetual
memorial of the diamond
jubilee of Queen Victoria.

Stain Glass Windows
need repairing.

The church is designed as
a cruciforma, gothic revival style with a semihexagon sanctuary. The
stained glass windows are
imported from France

Beautifully arched ceilings are lined with varnished kauri and require
restoration.
The church is built of cement concrete.

Don’t miss this

Sacred Heart Cathedral
This concrete and wood
cathedral is built to a simple Gothic Revival Style in
1858. The clock tower,
built around 1901, is a
concrete block construction containing coral and
stands four storeys.
A proper restoration
plan for the Church
Tower, adjacent presbytery and bakery is needed.
A

thorough

rare opportunity
survey of the Cathedral
resulting in a proposal for
restoration is recommended.
Recommended working

Brief on Levuka World Heritage
Workshop Expectations
Introduction to Australian
Heritage Guidelines & Tools
Q’s & A’s
4:30

Summary of philosophical
session & Introduction to Day 2

heritage

and Holland.

Program Day 2 (Tue 12 May)
9:00am Town Tour
NTF Built Heritage Advisor

Levuka Town Council CEO
Introductory Session

with experienced

from Australia

technical

2:00pm Welcome Address

to collaborate

professionals

Program Day 1 (Mon 11 May)

2:15

methods needed for the
restoration of the Church
tower.

11:00

Sacred Heart Cathedral
Site visit & Assessment

(1:00—1:45pm Lunch at the Town Hall)
2:00pm Church of the Holy Redeemer
Site visit & Assessment
4:30

Summary of assessments
& Introduction to Day 3

Program Day 3 (Wed 13 May)
9:00am Recap Days 1 & 2

10:00

Program Day 4 (Thu 14 May)
9:00am Recap Days 2 & 3

Presentation of findings

Presentation of findings

Practical Session

Discussion on practical session

Church of the Redeemer

10:00

Church of the Holy Redeemer

(1:00—1:45pm Lunch at the Town Hall)
2:00pm Practical Session
Church of the Holy Redeemer
4:30

4:45

(1:00—1:45pm Lunch at the Town Hall)
2:00pm Consultation Session

Summary of Practical Session
& Introduction to Day 4
House assessment at invitation
of local homeowner.

Practical Session

Sacred Heart Cathedral
4:30

Summary of Practical Session
& Introduction to Day 5

4:45

House assessment at invitation of
local homeowner.

Program Day 5 (Frid 15 May)
9:00am Recap Workshop
Presentation of findings
Discussion & Q’s & A’s
10:00

Focusing on Community
Heritage Stall along

(1:00—1:45pm Lunch at the Town Hall)
2:00pm Consultation Session
Sacred Heart Cathedral
4:30

Summary of Practical Session
& Introduction to Day 5
OFFICIAL CLOSING

4:45

House assessment at invitation
of local homeowner.

To Register
1. Send an email confirming your
participation to Lydia Bower
lbower@nationaltrust.org.fj , OR,
2. Call Bart on 8007329 or Lydia on
3440356
3. Registration closes on Thursday 7
May 2015.
Travel to Levuka
1. Patterson Shipping
2. Northern Airlines
Accommodation in Levuka
Contact :Lydia Bower for assistance

ICOMOS PASIFIKA LEVUKA WORKSHOP PROGRAM (DRAFT)
PRE-WORKSHOP
SUNDAY, 10TH MAY 2015
Jean Rice, Kerime Danis, Bart van Aller and Elizabeth Erasito are in Levuka.






Walk through the town center
See the case study sites
Obtain the preliminary information from the representatives of Sacred Heart Catholic
Cathedral and Anglican Church
Identify any additional scope of works for the workshop and revise the workshop details for
discussion with Alan Croker and Laura Gray on Monday, the 11th May.
JR and KD to update existing floor plans of the case study sites if necessary in preparation to
the workshop

DAY 1 – MONDAY, 11TH MAY 2015
Time

Activity

Venue

Facilitator

10.30 13.00

Project team to have a session prior to meeting the
workshop attendees / participants, walk through the
case study sites and exchange information on the
findings of the Sunday survey

Levuka

BHA
AICOMOS

13.00

Lunch

Town Hall

14.00

Philosophical Session

PUT A PAPER AT TOWN HALL TO COLLECT EOIs FOR HOUSE VISITS AT THE END OF
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY
Introduction to participants, workshop objectives
Information on the case study sites
Discussion of culture & applicability of the Australian
heritage guidelines, conservation approaches,
documentation in order to assist and help how to set
up a process
Introduction to tools used in Australian context
Consultations and discussion on general
conservation process, approach, principles, caring
for the place, retaining integrity and authenticity, and
how to understand significant aspects of a place.
Introduction to Burra Charter principles and Practice
Notes, Jim Kerr’s Conservation Plan
Advice on available publications and how to utilise
the information into the practice etc.

Town Hall

Chief Facilitator
BHA
AICOMOS

Questions and answers on issues, expectations, what
they wish to see happening as part of the workshop…

BHA
AICOMOS

1630

Summary of philosophical session and advice on the
Tuesday running order

BHA
AICOMOS

1700

END OF DAY 1

TBA

Working Group to meet after the session at Crows
Nest or Town Center to discuss Day 1 session, survey
and amend the program or workshop scope
accordingly

TBA

ICOMOS Pasifika Project Levuka Workshop Program – DRAFT_3 – 27th April 2015
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DAY 2 – TUESDAY, 12TH MAY 2015
Time

Activity

Venue

Facilitator

09.00

Bus Tour of Town – Brief on Health Check Report
Bart will take the group on a bus tour of the town
to provide an overview of the built history, key
features and a brief on the Health Status of the
buildings.

Levuka

BHA

10.00

Consultation Session

Sacred Heart
Cathedral

Resident Priest
BHA
AICOMOS

Anglican
Church

Resident Priest
BHA
AICOMOS

TBA

Working Group

TBA

Working Group

Visit to Sacred Heart Catholic Cathedral
History of Site
Deteriorating structures
Objectives for conservation / restoration
The whole group will meet at the Sacred Heart
Cathedral where the Resident Priest and Bart will
discuss the history of the church and the
requirements for conservation / restoration of the
building, then conduct a brief inspection of the
key features and deteriorating structures.
Possible scope: presentation on plaster
preservation / how to clean the walls / hand out
on restoration of timber…
13.00

Lunch

14.00

Workshop Consultative Activities
Participants to move to the Anglican Church for
workshop commencing with consultative session
then hands-on practical session
History of Site
Understanding the current conservation issues,
deteriorating structures and needs of Anglican
Church
Objectives for conservation / restoration
Conduct brief inspection of the key elements
requiring conservation / maintenance.
Show how to survey a historic place and identify
the scope for conservation, repair and
maintenance
Establish priority areas and scope for hands-on
practical workshop
Depending on the number of participants, if
necessary, identify two working groups for Day 3
activities OR maintain only one group and adjust
practical session activities accordingly (if two
groups has to be organised then facture the swap
of the groups for practical activities so that every
participant can see and provided with information
on a particular hands-on activity.

16.30
16.45

End of Workshop
HOUSE VISIT

17.45

END OF DAY 2

TBA

Working Group to meet after the session at Crows
Nest or Town Center to discuss Day 2 consultative
and practical sessions and amend workshop
scope accordingly if required

ICOMOS Pasifika Project Levuka Workshop Program – DRAFT_3 – 27th April 2015
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DAY 3 – WEDNESDAY, 13TH MAY 2015
Time

Activity

Venue

Facilitator

09.00

Recap of Day 1 and Day 2
Presentations on the findings
Identification of any areas of activities for the
workshop that the participants think should be
included after 1.5 day philosophical and
consultative sessions

Anglican
Church

Chief Facilitator
AICOMOS

10.00

Practical Session

Anglican
Church

AICOMOS

Anglican
Church

AICOMOS

TBA

Working Group

TBA

Working Group

Undertake identified practical scope either as one
or two working groups
13.00

Lunch

14.00

Practical Session

16.30
16.45

Continue on undertaking practical hands-on
activities
Tailor scope as suit and as needs arise in line
with the participants capacity building
requirements
End of Workshop
HOUSE VISIT

17.45

END OF DAY 3

TBA

Working Group to meet after the session at Crows
Nest or Town Center to discuss Day 1 session,
survey and amend the program or workshop
scope accordingly

DAY 4 – THURSDAY, 14TH MAY 2015
Time

Activity

Venue

Facilitator

09.00

Recap of Day 3
Presentations and discussion / exchange of
views / ideas on the practical session and its
findings
Questions / Answers

Anglican
Church

Chief Facilitator
AICOMOS

10.00

Practical Session

Anglican
Church

AICOMOS

Sacred Heart
Cathedral

Resident Priest
BHA
AICOMOS

Sacred Heart
Cathedral

Chief Facilitator
AICOMOS

TBA

Working Group

TBA

Working Group

Undertake identified practical scope either as one
or two working groups
1300

Lunch

1400

Consultation Session
Participants to move to the Sacred Heart
Cathedral to further discuss their conservation
needs following up from their experience during
the practical session at Anglican Church

16.30

Recap of Day 4

16.30
16.45

End of Workshop
HOUSE VISIT

17.45

END OF DAY 4

TBA

Working Group to meet after the session at Crows
Nest or Town Center to discuss Day 4 activities
and finalise the program for Day 5 activities

ICOMOS Pasifika Project Levuka Workshop Program – DRAFT_3 – 27th April 2015
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DAY 5 – FRIDAY, 15TH MAY 2015
Time

Activity

Venue

Facilitator

09.00

Recap of Day 4 and Workshop as a whole
Presentations and discussion / exchange of
views / ideas on the practical session and its
findings
Questions / Answers

Town Hall

Chief Facilitator
AICOMOS

10.00

Focusing on Community

Town Hall or
Town Centre

AICOMOS
DHA
NTF

HERITAGE STALL / TRADE CONSERVATION
FAIR / CONSULTATION / VISIT TO A
PROPERTY FOR BRIEF SURVEY ETC.
TBC. Bart’s initial ideas are copied below:

This session is basically an ‘open day’ held at the
Town Hall where booths could be set up with
information from suppliers of paint, building
materials, government departments etc. If
possible demonstrations of restoration skills.
1300

Lunch

1400

HERITAGE STALL / TRADE CONSERVATION
FAIR / CONSULTATION / VISIT TO A
PROPERTY FOR BRIEF SURVEY ETC.
CONT’D
TBC. Bart’s initial ideas are copied below:

Town Hall or
Town Centre
Or
Anglican
Church

BHA
AICOMOS

A demonstration could be set up at each of the
churches for public to view and participate in.
The public is invited to attend, tour the church,
have key features of the church pointed out, key
areas needing restoration are indicated as well.
Presentation of work undertaken over the past
two days is made.
15.30

Recap of Day 5
Discussion on contents and format of the
technical report, and allocations of roles/sections
for Working Group to prepare the Technical
report within two-weeks after the Workshop.

16.30

END OF DAY 5

TBA

Working Group to meet after the final session at
Crows Nest or Town Center to discuss Day 5
activities then move on to celebrate the finalisation
of the ICOMOS Pasifika project with the
participants and community members as found
appropriate.

Town Hall

Chief Facilitator
BHA
AICOMOS

TBA

Working Group,
Chief Facilitator,
All Participants,
and Levuka Town
members
(As
appropriate)

ICOMOS Pasifika Project Levuka Workshop Program – DRAFT_3 – 27th April 2015
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POST WORKSHOP
SATURDAY, 16TH MAY 2015 & SUNDAY, 17TH MAY 2015
Return to Suva – on Saturday
Possible visits to the Jacks’ Buildings, GB Hari Building & National Trust Centre building.
Laura Gray returns to Australia on Sunday 17th May
Jean Rice, Alan Croker & Kerime Danis remain in Suva for Monday presentation.

MONDAY, 18TH MAY 2015
Time

Activity

Venue

Facilitator

09.00

Meet at national Trust of Fiji

NTF

NTF

Presentation
Presentation on work undertaken in Levuka to
Commissioner Eastern and relevant
government and other key agencies.

Commissioner
Eastern Division
Office?

AICOMOS
BHA
DHA

9.30
11.00
11.3012.00

–

Lunch

ICOMOS Pasifika Project Levuka Workshop Program – DRAFT_3 – 27th April 2015
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No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Name
Teresa Yee Show
Manasa Naulitu
Shimeon Subhay Dass
Henry Fong
Jone Gagalia
Peni Tomasi
Mosese Kolinitai
Abisato Loloma
Rev. Orisi Dakunivosa
Robert Diloi
Metuisela Tabaki
Paul Wong
Inoke Navuetaki
Suliana Sandys
Henry Smith
George Thomas Taylor
Sr. Rosemary Simon
Ralifo Stevens
Pelea Tehumu
Bhupendra Kumar
Ravin Kumar
Sanjita Kumar
Alex Manuel
Nemani Maraiwai
Orisi Loco
Leba Aloi
Muneshwar Prasad
Kelepi Toka
Duri David Fong
Maria Fong
Jope Korowaqa
Jimi Kai

Address
Silana
Town Area
Draiba
Town Area
Wainaloka
Wainaloka
Tokou Village
Wainaloka
Nasinu Meth
Naikorokoro
Nadevo
Town Area
Nauouo
Town Area
Levuka Town
Draiba
Levuka
Butcher Rd
Kiribati

Department
Catholic Church/LHCC
Navoka Church
Navoka Church

Tokou Village
Tokou Village
Natokalau
Levuka
Levuka Vakaviti
Nasova

Ravins Construction
Ravins Construction
Ravins Construction
Registered Building Owner

Levuka Village
T/Area
T/Area
Baba
Baba

Qualification
FNU - Carpentry
Carpenter

Anglican Church
Anglican Church
Ravis Construction
Anglican Church

Catholic Church

Draftsman-Carpenter
Carpenter
Form 6 Level

NFA Levuka
Carpenter
Marist Convent School Carpenter
Form 5 Level
Senior Cultural Officer

LTC
MOE, Suva

1 yr - Delana Vocational Centre

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

John Milesi
Marilyn Milesi
Ruveni Ramasima
Livai Tavesivesi
Tevita Gaunavinaka
Clayton Smith
Pasepa Seru
George Byron Bechu
Masilina Hawea
Varanisese Lagum
Clemence Patterson
Arthur Smith
Hiroshi Yamasaki
Peter Leake

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Jean Rice
Alan Croker
Kerime Danis
Bart Van Aller
Elizabeth Erasito
Lydia Bower
Sipiriano Nemani
Vaciseva Kuli
Adi Mere Ratunabuabua
Mr. Peni Cavuilagi
Laura Gray

Levuka Town
Levuka Town
Vatukalo
Vatukalo
Baba
Suva
Town Area
Town Area

Levuka Homestay
Levuka Homestay
Carpentry/Plumber - FNU
Carpenter
Carpenter
Architect
New Mavida Lodge
Carpentry/Painter
Town and Country Planning
Town and Country Planning

Suva
Anglican Suva
LTC
Listed Home Owner

0
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2015 ICOMOS PASIFIKA LEVUKA
HERITAGE CONSERVATION WORKSHOP
ICOMOS PASIFIKA

Written by and presented to Commissioner Eastern in Suva on 18 May 2015 by
Kerime Danis, Alan Croker and Jean Rice

LEVUKA 2015

Introduction
ICOMOS PASIFIKA
LEVUKA 2015

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Australia ICOMOS & ICOMOS Pasifika
To share expertise and knowledge,
Processes, practice and approach,
Workshop for 4.5 days,
Theoretical presentations,
Practical activities and site visits,
Individual site visits,
Welcome by Turaga Na Tui Levuka

Workshop – Day 1
ICOMOS PASIFIKA

•
•
•
•
•

LEVUKA 2015

Opening prayer, garland presentation,
Addresses by Shiu Nadan, Kerime Danis,
Adi Mere for Christophe Sand,
Introduction of participants,
Introduction to Burra Charter, heritage
guidelines, approaches and philosophy,
• Discussed expectations to tailor program,
• Course materials given to participants.

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

Workshop – Day 2
ICOMOS PASIFIKA
LEVUKA 2015

• Tour of Town in 2 groups – bus and foot,
• Visit to Sacred Heart Cathedral –
discussion of historical photos, building
defects, significance and philosophy,
• Visit to the Redeemer Anglican Church,
• Participants asked to each identify a
repair needed,
• Australia ICOMOS team prepared a
Schedule of Works.

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

Workshop – Day 3
ICOMOS PASIFIKA
LEVUKA 2015

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prioritised works for Anglican Church,
Exeter Farm presentation,
Levuka historical photographs,
Church inspection findings,
Arthur Smith - vicarage requirements,
3 groups workshopped proposals,
Groups presented proposals, debate.

Burra Charter process step by step.
Visit to Marist Convent.

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

Workshop – Day 4
ICOMOS PASIFIKA
LEVUKA 2015

• Presentations of group proposals for
vicarage, discussion,
• Conservation guidelines, ‘Levuka
Conservation Code’
• Site visit, Sacred Heart Cathedral,
• Practical activities to identifying works
to halt deterioration.
• House visit house at lunch break.
• Inspection of Navoka Chapel evening.

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

Workshop – Day 5
ICOMOS PASIFIKA

•
•
•
•

LEVUKA 2015

•
•
•
•

Timber joinery repairs, questions,
Tips on conservation with examples,
Visit to house. Practical assessment,
Importance of oral history, traditional
and spiritual values, and archaeology,
Conclusion & thanks by experts,
Closing ceremony remarks
Closing prayer by Nemani Maraiwai
Dinner, wonderful and heartfelt farewell
song sang by the participants.

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

Feedback
ICOMOS PASIFIKA
LEVUKA 2015

“… helped me to VALUE the significance of my
school, my town and the beauty of homes,
churches and other buildings that have character…
YES as I have a better understanding of “heritage
sites” in our town they all have a story to tell…
Thank you for a wonderful, informative and useful
workshop. I have learned so much about buildings
and the importance or significance …”

Feedback
ICOMOS PASIFIKA
LEVUKA 2015

“… this is a mind opener for the way we see or
look at how it is important to conserve our
heritage site, I would say that Government bring in
as many experts in Conservation as possible to
highlight the importance of Conserving our history
for the sites tells a story of their own and we as
citizens of Levuka should lend our eyes and ears
for they have a story of their own to tell. By
discovering this it gives us a wide range of ideas
on how to conserve it and keep the story and sites
for future generation to know …”

Feedback
ICOMOS PASIFIKA
LEVUKA 2015

“… we can now include this heritage topics better in
our curriculum as gives clearer picture of restoring
and conservation our unique buildings. I had very
little knowledge on heritage building. Now it opened
my mind. Gives me lot of understanding on (Burra
Charter) discussion topics and site visits as well as
explanation from the experts. The Ministry of
Education TEST (Technology & Employment Skills
Training) would like to thank the experts Allan, Bart,
Jean, Laura and Kerime …”

Feedback
ICOMOS PASIFIKA
LEVUKA 2015

“… The format was good, because it was not just
theory all the time but we actually got to go outside &
learn practical stuff on the actual site itself... I never
thought it was that interesting or at least would be of
interest to me becoz I thought ‘heritage’ was
something of the old/past and is something that is
not of much importance. However, having attended
this workshop, I have learnt a lot of things about
heritage, conservation, restoration & it will greatly assist
me in my work & of course value things of the past in
terms of architectural design & built environment …”

Feedback
ICOMOS PASIFIKA
LEVUKA 2015

“… An ‘Eye Opener’ for me… I’ve enjoyed this
workshop because although I have links here in
Levuka, I’ve never realised the importance of
Levuka being a ‘heritage site’. Hence having learnt
this subject on ‘heritage’, I am looking forward to
build up on my knowledge on this and ensuring the
preservation of Levuka being recognised as a
heritage site does not diminish but it will become
something that other areas in the world can
benchmark from …”

Feedback
ICOMOS PASIFIKA

“… Easy to understand…Communication was
good. Do not hesitate to use the technical words.
It is for our learning… Enjoyed the “Human/
Spiritual” side of Heritage + Connection with the
vision… Take the Next Step! Do NOT Forget us…
Come Back & Progress Your Gain

LEVUKA 2015

“Vinaka Vakalevu”…”

Outcomes
ICOMOS PASIFIKA
LEVUKA 2015

Collaboration and Communication
• Need between agencies & stakeholders,
• Potential negative heritage impacts,
• Better communication with community,
• Consultative group meeting monthly,
• Develop terms of reference,
• Include all stakeholders.

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

Outcomes
ICOMOS PASIFIKA
LEVUKA 2015

Conserve full range of values
• Prioritise conservation over new works,
• Importance of engineering structures,
• Landscape and setting,
• Need to locate, identify & conserve,
• Living heritage and continuing use,
• OUV is about what IS, not just what was
• Spiritual & pre-European values are
important eg. the stone for pregnancy
“Vatu Nimbukati”, need for oral history

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

Outcomes
ICOMOS PASIFIKA
LEVUKA 2015

Guidelines Charters
• Clearer guidelines for community,
Translated into Fijian,
• Consider a Pasifika charter, integrating
Fijian values,
• Pasifika workshop / “Levuka Charter”,
• Fijian equivalent of the concept of
“significance” = “Mareqeti”?

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

Outcomes
ICOMOS PASIFIKA
LEVUKA 2015

Professional Advice / Correct Advice
• In development assessment to
community & proponents,
• Panel or group co-opting expertise,
• Australia ICOMOS assist via Skype etc.
for additional technical advice,
• External specialist expertise eg. heritage
engineering, Australia ICOMOS could
assist.

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

Outcomes
ICOMOS PASIFIKA
LEVUKA 2015

Planning and Site Management
• Planning documents with diagrams and
illustrations,
• Checklists for applicants,
• Update condition survey regularly,
• Prioritise by conservation need and
significance,
• More detailed assessment of values of
items eg. contributory, neutral, detracting.

Outcomes
ICOMOS PASIFIKA
LEVUKA 2015

Planning and Site Management 2
• Develop infill guidelines,
• Guidelines for additions and alteration,
• No new buildings until guidelines in place,
• Reuse existing buildings,
• New uses for unused buildings,
• Encourage conservation works,
• Small grants & conservation awards,
• Guidelines for grants eg. for conservation
not new work.

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

Outcomes
ICOMOS PASIFIKA
LEVUKA 2015

Training
• Conservation / preservation approach,
• Strategic processes,
• Trade certification / accreditation,
• Short course in a joinery workshop,
• Conservation projects under supervision,
• Add heritage units to carpentry course,
• Establish a cooperative workshop,
• Shared tools, seek donations.

Outcomes
ICOMOS PASIFIKA
LEVUKA 2015

Training 2
• Sample joinery - library of building parts,
• Small projects in public areas,
• Stabilisation project eg Ovalau Club,
• Demonstration project - public building,
• Conservation shelf in the library,
• School students curriculum - artwork.

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

Outcomes
ICOMOS PASIFIKA

Compatible and Authentic Materials
• Provide information eg. suitable timbers,
• Establish a recycled materials store,
• Provide information to the community
about suitable materials.

LEVUKA 2015

Discussion
ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

Holy Redeemer Church
ICOMOS PASIFIKA
LEVUKA 2015

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Workshopped conservation works,
Schedule of works,
Priorities – Urgent, short or long term,
Storm shutters to stained glass,
Removal and packing of sagged window,
Remove and store crosses,
Roof, guttering & downpipes.

Holy Redeemer Church
ICOMOS PASIFIKA
LEVUKA 2015

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Additions proposed - will set a precedent,
Context not site in isolation,
Retreat on the site,
Teaching exercise for the participants,
Agreed scope for an addition,
Behind existing vicarage,
Not between residence and church,
Diagrams prepared – addition concepts.

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

Sacred Heart Cathedral
ICOMOS PASIFIKA
LEVUKA 2015

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Similar exercise conducted,
Identified conservation works,
Priorities – Urgent, short or long term,
Structural stabilisation of beam (bell),
Repair stair to bell tower,
Termite damage,
Roof, guttering & downpipes,
Drainage.

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

ICOMOS PASIFIKA

LEVUKA 2015

Thank You
ICOMOS PASIFIKA
LEVUKA 2015
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Kerime Danis, Alan Croker and Jean Rice
of ICOMOS Australia
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MARIST CONVENT SCHOOL
LEVUKA, OVALAU, FIJI
Australia ICOMOS report and comment on recent structural strengthening works
carried out on the Ground Floor.

Background
Levuka itself was entered on the World Heritage List in 2013. An important aspect of its
significance is that it is the most intact of the early colonial capitals in the Pacific region.
Therefore all structures, landscape and buildings contribute to this significance and should
be treated with the utmost care and sensitivity.
In May 2015, four members of Australia ICOMOS attended a week long heritage workshop
in Levuka, organised by the National Trust of Fiji and ICOMOS Pasifika. The purpose of this
workshop was to build skills and capacity for the local community and the wider Pacific
region to look after their heritage. These Australia ICOMOS members were all experienced
architects working within the heritage conservation field in Australia.
During the course of the workshop, these Australian experts were asked to look at the recent
structural works carried out in the main building at the Marist Convent School. It is
understood these works were carried out with the intention of addressing structural
concerns with the existing building, however we did not see any structural report on this.
These structural strengthening works comprise a number of steel beams supported on steel
posts. These are placed to support the timber floor joists at first floor level. It is important to
note that the base supports for these posts were not able to be inspected at the time of the site
visit. All observations were made without the aid of a ladder, and thus a close inspection of
the joist structure was not possible. The timber sizes were not measured.
These works were inspected by Australia ICOMOS members during site visits on 13th and
14th May 2015, accompanied by Sister Rosemary from the Convent School. Observations,
comments and recommendations are included below.
Refer to attached mark up of Ground Floor plan. The beam numbers below refer to this plan.
(Original plan prepared by students from Kyushu University in 2006)

Brief description of the building
The Marist Convent School building was originally constructed around 1882 when the
school was first established and is still in its original use. The two storeyed building, with
three symmetrically placed gabled fronts with verandahs between, appears to be very little
altered. All spaces open onto the verandahs running the full length of the building, open on
the ground floor and enclosed with timber boarding and shutters on the first floor. Site
evidence suggests the southern part of the building, wider in plan, was constructed as a later
addition to the original northern section. The original northern section of the building
comprises thick masonry walls, with timber floor joists spanning north-south between walls
and / or timber beams, and timber flooring above. The later southern section is also of
masonry with timber joists spanning east-west across timber beams supported on timber
posts. All construction appeared to be conventional traditional English or Northern
European construction. The first floor room above this southern section is a large single
space opening onto the eastern verandah.
No visible evidence of movement or spreading in the masonry walls could be seen on our
site visit, and no evidence of deterioration of the timber structure was observed.

Marist Convent School, Levuka

Australia ICOMOS
page 1

The recent works
The new steel beams have been installed in a variety of particular situations and each is
discussed below with our observations and comment.
1.

New steel beams under joist ends adjacent to masonry walls
(beam numbers 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, 12, 13, and 15) Refer also to attached images.
•

•
•

2.

New steel beams beside existing timber beams
(beam numbers 4, 8, and 11) Refer also to attached images.
•
•
•

•

3.

In normal situations, additional structure may be considered necessary where
there is evidence of failure or deterioration at the joist ends where they are
supported in the masonry wall, or where there is insufficient depth of joist into
the wall – the latter often caused by wall movement.
None of these failure situations were observed during the inspection. There was
also no visible sign of stress or compression at joist ends into the wall, suggesting
their bearing depth was adequate.
These new steel beams would appear to be structurally unnecessary – however
this needs to be closely checked by a suitably qualified structural engineer.

These are placed beside the existing timber beam. Some are bolted to the timber
beam while others are not connected at all.
No deterioration or failure was observed in the existing timber beams.
The floors above all appeared to be solid and well supported but this may have
been a result of the steel strengthening – at least in part. It is normal with
traditional construction to detect some ‘bounce’ in floor structures where the
spans are large. This small amount of bounce normally indicates that the timber
structure is sound and properly supported.
Where the new steel beams are not bolted through to the timber beams, there is a
risk that the loads on the timber beam will not be equalised on each side and the
connection between joists and beam could potentially be loosened.

New steel beams with support posts in awkward / disrupting locations
(beam numbers 8, 11, and 14) Refer also to attached images.
•

The support posts for these beams have not considered the ongoing use of the
space and are in front of doors, windows or blackboards and prevent the proper
function of these elements.

General comments
This building is highly significant, and is an essential part of the World Heritage
Listed Levuka Town. The structural works that have been recently carried out have a
substantial and negative impact on the use and aesthetic qualities of the spaces
within this building and should be re-considered.
The new steel structure appears to have been installed without a full analysis or
understanding of the condition and integrity of the existing structure. In many cases
it appears to have little or no structural value.
There were no readily visible signs of deterioration in the floor joists or beams from
termites or damp, and all structure appeared to be sound.
A number of the steel beams do not appear to directly support the timber joists above
– there are visible gaps of varying size separating the steel from the timber joist. This
brings into question the actual function of the new work and the competency and
Marist Convent School, Levuka

Australia ICOMOS
page 2

adequacy of the steel installation. We question whether the new work is actually
contributing any structural support.
Some of the work appears to be inappropriately placed and has not considered the
following:
• Ongoing use and amenity of the classroom or office space
• Some steel posts obscure or divide blackboards, or obstruct access to or operation
of doors and windows.

Recommendations
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

All the recent structural interventions should be reviewed by a qualified structural
engineer, with experience in working with traditional masonry and timber structures
of this type. In particular, this engineer should check and report on the following:
• The condition of all timber beams and joists, including their structural adequacy,
their ends and support condition, and any evidence of deterioration or failure.
• The support condition for all steel posts below the ground floor level, to check
their adequacy.
Where it is found that the timber structure requires additional support or
strengthening (assuming the existing steel system will be removed), this should be
designed to be visually discrete, incur minimal damage, and be appropriate for the
significance (importance) of the building and its ongoing use. Steel post supports
should be avoided.
The impact of any proposed revised works on the fabric of the building, its use or its
heritage values should be minimised as much as possible.
The heritage impact of any revised works should be assessed independently to verify
that such impacts are minimised. If possible, this assessment should be described in
a Heritage Impact Statement prepared by a suitably qualified person and submitted
with the construction documentation for approval through the appropriate
authorities.
As part of the works to implement a revised structural support system, as much as
possible of the existing poorly designed recent steel support structure should be
carefully removed.
All works should be carried out carefully by tradespersons with knowledge and
appreciation of the significance of the place, and as much experience with repair and
conservation of these buildings as possible.
All of the timber floors and other elements (including blackboards) damaged by the
installation and removal of this steel support system should be repaired to their
original configuration with matching material.
All removed steel structure should be salvaged and stored in Levuka for assistance
with structural works or other repairs on other buildings.

Alan Croker
B.Sc(Arch), B.Arch, AIA, M.ICOMOS
for Australia ICOMOS

Marist Convent School, Levuka

Australia ICOMOS
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Plan showing approximate location of added structural elements

Marist Convent School, Levuka

Australia ICOMOS
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Selected images

Marist Convent School – main elevation

Beam No. 6 with supporting steel post,
adjacent to masonry wall.
Marist Convent School, Levuka

Beam No. 7. This steel beam is not directly
beneath or bolted to the timber beam. Note
steel column in front of window opening.
Australia ICOMOS
page 5

Above: Beams 7 and 8. Timber partition may provide some support for floor joists above
Below: Beams 12, 11 and 10. Note blackboard divided in two by new post.

Marist Convent School, Levuka

Australia ICOMOS
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Above: Beams 12, 11, and 10. Timber posts within room are original
Below: Beams 11 and 10. Note blackboard divided in two by new post

Marist Convent School, Levuka

Australia ICOMOS
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Above: Beams 14 (behind timber beam) and 13. Note new steel post in front of window.
Below: Beams 14 and 13. Note access to cupboard doors now obstructed.

Marist Convent School, Levuka

Australia ICOMOS
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ICOMOS Pasifika Workshop, Levuka
May 2015
Task

Redeemer Anglican Church
Draft Schedule of Works
Priority
Urgent

Roof

Short

Roofing
- check fixings of roofing battens to rafters
- refix loose roof sheets with screws to cyclone standards
- repair roof sheets, replace (only if failed) to match existing

X
X
X

Roof flashings
- repair valley flashings, adjust roof sheets to overlap flashings
- refix loose hip and ridge flashings. Replace if deteriorated

X
X

Barge boards and fascias
- splice repair rotted barge board ends including decorative
details
- repair rotted sections of fascias to match existing details
- repair eaves linings in gables to match existing details
Crosses on gables
- carefully take down crosses on east and west ends and store
safely and cover holes in roof
- repair crosses in workshop, including metal caps, and replace
missing detail
- refix crosses in original position and add blocks / spacers at
base and secure to wall
- reconstruct north and south crosses and reinstall
Bell and bell roof
- check condition of bell support framing and repair where
required
- replace steel framing with more compatible and durable material
(316 grade stainless steel?)

Long

X

$

Comment

Risk of lifting in cyclones
Risk of lifting in cyclones
Most sheets do not need
replacing yet

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Blocks are to prevent crosses
tipping forward
Consider lightweight moulded
reconstructions

X
X

Review after inspection

Rain water goods
Gutters

Urgent – before cyclone season Dec 2015

Short term – 2 years

Long term – 5 years

ICOMOS Pasifika Workshop, Levuka
May 2015
Task
- repair / replace gutters. Use 200mm wide, half round gutters
with brackets at minimum 1m centres - ensure gutters fall to
downpipes
- add rain water heads where necessary

Redeemer Anglican Church
Draft Schedule of Works
Priority
Urgent

Short
X

Long

X

Downpipes
- replace downpipes, 150mm diameter, in original locations, new
astragals using existing fixing points
- direct downpipes into grated drains

$

Comment
Calculate size or gutters and
downpipes to suit volume of
water to collect

X
X

Drainage
Ground level / drains
- adjust ground levels so ground falls away from building
Sub soil drains
- check existing underground drains - repair underground drains
to working order
- construct new underground drains if existing are not repairable
(engineers detail) - drains to extend to main drains - install grated
drains under downpipe discharge

X
X
X

Main drain is to north of
church and goes under road.

Walls

No evidence of penetrating
damp. Waterproofing not
appropriate.
Expert advice

Masonry walls
- check if cracks in transept walls and over lancet windows go all
the way through and identify cause of cracking
- repair crack in transept walls
- check tie rods and plates on exterior where tie goes through wall
and adjust turnbuckles if loose
- repair cracks over fixed high level windows (lancet) windows

X
X
X
X

2 windows – priority for works
depends on cause + resultant
implications

Rusted straps in masonry

Urgent – before cyclone season Dec 2015

Short term – 2 years

Long term – 5 years

ICOMOS Pasifika Workshop, Levuka
May 2015
Task
- check horizontal steel flat bars and bolts on northeast wall.
Repair / treat rust or replace with 316 stainless steel (NE corner)
- check condition of rusted straps (SE corner)
- repair rusted straps (SE corner)

Redeemer Anglican Church
Draft Schedule of Works
Priority
Urgent

Short
X

Long

X

Buttresses
- repair / grout fill horizontal cracks
- poison plants and remove when dead
- clean and fill holes with matching render
Smooth render
- assess condition, drummy areas
- repair as needed

X
X

Roughcast render
- assess condition, drummy areas

X

Comment

X
X

X

$

Monitor if movement stops
after drains repaired. Confirm
underpinning is not needed.
Include lines

X
This is not the original finish –
was smooth. If not needed
finish is not necessary to
replace.

Windows
Storm shutters
- repair existing storm shutters including bolts
- new storm shutters for all windows

Wire guards to stained glass
- carefully remove existing rusted wire guards, repair holes in
masonry
- install new woven brass mesh
Rose window
- check for holes
- patch holes temporarily by glueing glass patch

Urgent – before cyclone season Dec 2015

X
X

2 no. existing
8 lancet windows. One rose
window. Check if any existing
shutters are stored.

X
X

Repair windows when mesh
removed
To protect from damage

X
X

Expert required

Short term – 2 years

Long term – 5 years

ICOMOS Pasifika Workshop, Levuka
May 2015
Task
- check condition of timber tracery
- repair timber tracery in situ if condition good
- if badly rotted constructed a supportive case and remove
window. Repair flat on bench in workshop
- replace missing glass and repair broken painted glass
- repair lead cames
Fixed stained / coloured glass windows
- check all windows for holes
- patch holes temporarily by glueing glass patch
- remove for repair to stained glass and cames. Consider adding
frame (fine stainless steel or bronze frame) to allow easy future
repair

Redeemer Anglican Church
Draft Schedule of Works
Priority
Urgent
X

X
X

Opening translucent and clear glass windows
- replace broken glass to match existing
- repair all sashes and frames including weatherings
- repair decorative mouldings on windows
- reputty all glass panes

Urgent – before cyclone season Dec 2015

Long

$

Comment

X
X

Allow 2 weeks work?
Expert required

X

Expert required
Expert required

Expert required
Expert required. Not all
windows have holes.

X

Allow approx. 5 of total 20

Fixed translucent and clear glass windows
- remove broken glass and consider adding fine metal frame or
other fixing
- replace glass to match existing
Opening stained glass windows
- remove sashes with damaged glass and store safely. Install
temporary panel
- remove glass and repair on bench
- repair timber sashes including weather moulds
- repair frames, replace leadlight panel and putty and replace
sashes in frames
- check detail of sills and add weatherbar if needed to prevent
water entry
- repair window furniture and make easily operable

Short

X
X
X
X
X
X

Expert required

X
X
X

X
X
X

Short term – 2 years

Replacement not needed?

Long term – 5 years

ICOMOS Pasifika Workshop, Levuka
May 2015
Task
- check detail of sills and add weatherbar if needed to prevent
water entry
- repair window furniture and make easily operable

Redeemer Anglican Church
Draft Schedule of Works
Priority
Urgent

Short
X

Long

$

Comment

X

Timber boarded panels to upper transept openings
- repair timber frames and boards
- repair hinged doors in panels and make operable

X
X

Timber panels over windows
- repair timber mouldings
- add fly screen to exterior

X
X

Doors
Timber doors
-

Not assessed

Painting
- research historic paint colours of all painted elements and
consider appropriate colour scheme
- prepare / scrape off loose paint, undercoat bare timber, repaint
all painted timber

X
X

Interior
Roof structure
- check tie rods under trusses, not rusted at walls, correctly fixed.
- Adjust / repair tie rods if necessary

Walls recently painted
internally
Scaffold needed

X

Ceiling cladding
- refix loose boards around timber tie beams
- replace missing boards to match existing. Stain to match colour
and finish

X

Inspect to work out extent.

X
X

Transept first floor
-

Not assessed

Transept railing
-

Not assessed

Stairs to first floor

Urgent – before cyclone season Dec 2015

Short term – 2 years

Long term – 5 years

ICOMOS Pasifika Workshop, Levuka
May 2015
Task

Redeemer Anglican Church
Draft Schedule of Works
Priority
Urgent

-

Short

Long

Main floor
-

$

Comment
Not assessed
Not assessed

Sanctuary floor and masonry railing
Furniture and Fittings

Not assessed
NO polyurethane!!!

Altar
-

Not assessed

Sanctuary furniture
-

Not assessed

Pews
-

Not assessed

Font
-

Not assessed

Services
Lights
-

Not assessed

Power
-

Not assessed

Water
-

Not assessed

Waste Drainage
- install drain so water from sink discharges into drain.

X

General
Consider Levuka acquiring scaffold for community use / sharing
Consider potential partnerships eg. French government for
stained glass repair
Need for supervision of contractors

Urgent – before cyclone season Dec 2015

Short term – 2 years

Long term – 5 years
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Historical images allow us to understand the history of development
and changes of a place and buildings and details of buildings. These
are some historical images of Levuka that show general information
and particularly feature the two churches that are case studies for the
workshop.

1

This image is part of a drawing, so is possibly of limited accuracy. It was
published in 1880. It shows Levuka from the north with a row of
buildings all along the foreshore and the Fijian village in the foreground.
However comparing this to photos we realise that this is in fact based
on a photo – clues are the group of three ships top left and at the
bottom left the relationship of the palm trees to the building.

2

The photo that the drawing is based on is held in different archives with
different dates given. This version is in the State Library of NSW with
the date 1873.
Note the same group of three ships top left and at the bottom left the
relationship of the palm trees to the building.

3

This version is in the National Library of NZ with the date 1875. Images
like this were often reproduced and sold.
Note the same group of three ships top left and at the bottom left the
relationship of the palm trees to the building. The bridge in the
foreground is near the large white building.
The images show the character of the place was much different from
today.
Today the Fijian village is still in the foreground but in the middle is the
Anglican Redeemer Church and the Hospital.

4

This version of the same image is also in the National Library of NZ as
taken between 1870 and 1880. It has the name Dufty in the caption.
Dufty was a photographer with a photographic studio in Levuka
between 1872 and 1893. He most likely took many other images in this
period. Images like this were often reproduced and sold.
Note at the bottom left of the image the relationship of the palm trees to
the building and the same wharfs. The image is cropped differently to
the previous versions of the image.

5

In this image we see the large Mechanics Institute – middle left. The
building was opened in 1879 but blown down in 1895 dating this photo
from that period. There is no sign of the Redeemer Church but the
shops remain along the foreshore and the wharf and a building on the
wharf.
The image must be from some time after its construction as the building
initially had a verandah but no clock tower.

6

This is what the Mechanics Institute looked like in 1883 when
photographed by Acland who visited in this year. The building initially
had a verandah but no clock tower.

7

What’s happened here? This later photo from the 1880s has the
Mechanics Institute with the clock tower but without many of the shops
on the opposite side of the road. It is after 1883 when the Institute was
photographed without its tower. The loss of buildings suggests cyclone
damage. Many images are not exactly dated but can be compared
according to their content and historical records.

8

And what’s happened here? This photo from the 1880s has the
Mechanics Institute with the clock tower but with fewer shops on the
opposite side of the road. The wharf in the centre of the photo has gone
and the buildings on the foreshore near the wharf are devastated,
possibly in the 1886 cyclone.

9

This photo from the 1890s has the Mechanics Institute gone so it is
certainly after 1895 when it was blown down. The small house is the
only structure remaining on the opposite side of the road near the
Institute site but there are more buildings in the foreground.

10

This photo is not clear but shows the Anglican Redeemer Church has
been constructed so it is after 1904. There is no building on the
Mechanics Institute site, the house remains behind the church and the
coconut palms in the foreground are tall and dense.

11

This clear photo shows the Anglican Redeemer Church has been
constructed so it is after 1904. It was taken by Muir and Moodie of New
Zealand. There is a shed on the Mechanics Institute site. Behind the
church the house remains and there is something else being built.

12

An enlargement of the previous photo shows the church in detail and
the storm shutters leaning against the walls. The house behind remains
and a building is being built between the two with building materials
leaning up against it visible.

13

This 1924 photo shows the Redeemer Church and the residence on the
far side. There are several sheds on the Mechanics Institute site and
the memorial is built on the rise behind. Part of the foreshore in front of
the church has a sea wall and there are poles along the edge,
presumably lights or power poles.

14

A similar view to the previous.

15

This view more clearly shows the residence on the far side of the
church with open verandahs.

16

Historical photos of individual buildings also provide more detailed
information about the earlier form of buildings. In this photo a stone
fence has been built in front of the church and someone is working on
the road. Within the grounds it can be seen that the church is on an
elevated platform with stone retaining walls. Details now missing, such
as the crosses, can be seen.

17

A series of historical photos of the Redeemer Church is held in
Newcastle University in Australia. They date from pre 1935 but no
accurate date is given. In this photo a stone sea wall is in the
foreground. The church fence can be seen just above this. Details of
the crosses can be seen and storm shutters leaning against the church
wall. This photo is published back to front and has been flipped to the
correct orientation here.

18

Another photo in the Newcastle series shows the uneven stone church
fence. Details of the roof can be seen.

19

This photo in the Newcastle series shows children in front of the north
side of the church. The wall can be seen in details and it is all smooth
finish with the lines of the formwork evident. These walls now have a
roughcast render finish.

20

The Newcastle series also has an interior photo. Though black and
white details of windows, furniture and lights can be seen.

21

An enlargement of the previous photo shows more detail including the
carved lectern (timber stand for priest’s notes) on the left and the
matting on the altar floor.

22

This photo of Rev. Floyd of the church shows the fountain, that is now
filled in, and missing its bowls.

23

All sort of images may have relevant detail. This 1874 View of Levuka
from the Anchorage is held by the Getty Museum in the USA. Though it
is a sketch is shows the town layout and it labels the buildings including
the Roman Catholic Church at left (and also enlarged). It is in the
correct location but shows a different tower at the opposite end of the
church.

24

This sketch published in 1880 is on the same page as the sketch at the
start of this presentation. Part of that image was based on a photo and
that may also be the case for this image, though no photo has been
found. The church at top right may be the Roman Catholic Church but is
a different form with no tower at the front.
The earlier church is reported to have been destroyed in a cyclone in
1886.

25

Other 1870s distant images suggest there may have been a church
here with the tower at the other end.

26

This image is in an album of photos complied between 1888 and 1892.
It shows an earlier form of the existing church with a timber tower over
the entrance and a verandah on the side and front. This is presumably
the church built to replace the church destroyed in a cyclone in 1886.

27

This is another version of the same image but produced as a postcard.
It is clearer and the glass of the verandah doors (some open) can be
seen reflecting the light. There is a building close to the back on the
church and some smaller houses in the foreground one with a cross on
the gable. It is possibly one of the portable buildings now at the Marist
School.

28

This image shows another view with the church with the verandah
continuing across the front. It is said to be taken in 1888 and the
Mechanics Institute appears in the background confirming it is before
1895 when that building was blown down. There are several other
buildings on the church site.

29

This image indicates the devastation caused by the 1895 cyclone. The
Methodist Navoka Church survives. The timber tower of the Sacred
Heart Church was lost in this cyclone.

30

This photo is blurry but the current tall square tower is visible
suggesting is is after the 1895 cyclone when the timber tower was
destroyed.

31

The concrete tower is believed to have been built in 1898 to replace the
timber tower that was blown down. It is visible in the distance in this
Muir and Moodie image taken some time after 1904 (as the Redeemer
Church in the foreground is built).

32

Sometimes there are remarkably clear historical photos such as this
image of the Fiji Times building in Levuka. It shows details of the
building which could guide works. The image also shows other things
such as the relationship of the buildings to the street with elevated
verandahs. The street level has since been built up.

33

This presentation was prepared by Jean Rice in 2015 for the workshop.
It demonstrates how research and historic images can be used but is
not a fully researched history of the places mentioned.
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This talk sums up some of the ideas presented at the Heritage
Conservation Workshop held at Levuka in May 2015.
It was an Australia ICOMOS and ICOMOS Pasifika joint event assisted
by the Fiji National Trust and the Levuka Town Council.

1

Previous workshops and meetings have focused on the outstanding
universal values of Levuka and their implications.
This workshop aimed to present practical information to participants
about conservation.
This presentation sums up the ideas presented at the week long
workshop and gives examples.

2

This pamphlet called “Twelve Tips on Caring for Old Buildings” incorporates
the ideas of the Burra Charter and recommended approaches to heritage
conservation.

3

Defects should be carefully observed and assessed on site.
What looks like a foundation problem may actually be a
stormwater disposal problem. What looks like failure of
render may be actually a problem of a faulty roof or of rusting
of concealed metal work.
When we looked carefully at the Sacred Heart Church we
were able to see a great deal about the history of the place
evident in the building today. We could see changes that
indicated the sequence of development which was confirmed
in historic photos.

4

The roof space vent at the Sacred Heart Church is now
hidden by the tower but survives. The ceiling rose / vent also
incorporates heart shapes. These are special details
associated with this building.

5

This historic images shows a building, now gone, that was
important in early Levuka. Historic records tell us what
happened to this building. The images shows us what it was
like and could be used in interpretation of the site.

6

It is not known if the early hospital pictured at left still exists. It
may survive – incorporated into a later structure or may have
been lost in a cyclone.
The photo at right of the public school shows the original form
of the building in detail.

7

This photo of the Sacred Heart Church shows clearly the
original form of the building with side and front verandahs
and French doors and a timber tower. This explains many
details of the building today such as the remains of the posts
that supported the tower and the reason the French doors
have been cut down in height.
It also shows other buildings adjacent and at the rear of the
church indicating a different pattern of development to today.

8

The view of Levuka from the north shows the Anglican
Redeemer Church soon after it was built. It is clear enough
because of the glass plate photography technique to show
the earlier house behind and something under construction
between that house and the church. It even shows the
concrete tower of the Sacred Heart Church in the
background.

9

It might sound boring but the maintenance of roofs, gutters
and drains to exclude and take away water is extremely
important for heritage conservation. Water entering buildings
causes rot of timber and salt damp in masonry. It provides a
point of entry for termites – termites colonies cannot survive
without water.
Roofs need constant maintenance and repair so water flows
off the roof and does not enter the building. Flashings must
be correctly installed and roof sheets correctly laid. Roof
gutters need to be fitted to fall to downpipes and gutters and
downpipes need to be adequate size. They will never take all
the water in storms or cyclones but the collection of the water
from regular rain is important.
Downpipes need to flow into drains so that water does not sit
at the base of or flow under a building. Drains must be
regularly cleared.

10

The roof of the tower of the Sacred heart Church is
concealed. It has been leaking for a long while and the water
entry has caused deterioration of the timber structure and
provided water for termites that have eaten some of the
timbers. The cost of repairing the damage will be much more
than the cost of repairing the roof.

11

Levuka has a historical system of drains and channels
throughout the town. Its maintenance from buildings, to on
site drains, to town drains and to this major channel is
important. Plants growing indicate that repointing of the
mortar joints is needed.

12

Significant historical elements such as the stone arch over a
side drain should be retained during maintenance.

13

We noticed at the Town Hall there was damage to internal
paint work because of salt damp. These photos of the roofs
over one of the damp areas indicate possible water entry
points. At top right the main roof does not have a proper
metal flashing to the masonry parapet and the last
corrugation points down under the cement parging. Water
could get into the wall here.
At bottom left we see the lower roof also does not have a
proper metal flashing.
However there was also rising damp in the building and other
salt activity indicating there are other causes as well as this.

14

It is best to use traditional and matching materials. Many
modern materials, such as aluminium windows are
inappropriate in heritage buildings. Traditional joinery details
should be matched in repairs.
Modern high front gutters, such as installed in the Sacred
Heart Church may cause damage by directing water inside.
Zincalume and Colorbond, though common replacements for
galvanised steel, are thinner and less durable and have a
slightly different profile. They are also incompatible with lead
flashings, traditionally used on parapets, and are
incompatible with copper – in these cases the Zincalume or
Colorbond will rust.

15

The damaged wall of the Sacred Heart Church on the left
should be repaired by refixing the original board and by
replacing the missing board and window surround with new
timber of the same type and shape. The sill and sashes need
repair with traditional materials and techniques including oil
based putty for the glazing.
The French doors pictured at right have been cut down at the
bottom. This makes them weak as the mortice and tenon joint
has been cut. However they should be repaired and retained
– tell the story of the change to the church over time and how
the walls were moved out and the doors were too high in their
new location.

16

The patina of age is part of the character of heritage
buildings. They do not need to look brand new. Their
weathering and “scars” tell the story of their history. Original
materials should be preserved and repaired where possible
and practical rather than replaced.

17

This shop door in Levuka has its mid rail damaged by
termites. This door can probably be repaired by replacing or
patching this timber. The whole door should not be replaced.
Such joinery is high quality using superior timbers not readily
available today.

18

If too much material is replaced in this door you will loose
historical details such as this moulding with its many layers of
paint showing an aspect of the history of the building.

19

At this project in Glebe Sydney the asbestos covering was
removed to reveal and old wall constructed of timber studs
and laths (the small horizontal timbers) with a plaster finish.
Hidden behind the cladding was the shelves and pass
through hatch in the left photo. It tells us that there used to be
a hatch from this tearoom to what must have been a dining
room in the adjacent room. The plan is to stabilise the plaster
and to carefully cover it with plasterboard so it is preserved
but hidden. The top right photo is of a pencil drawing on the
old wall. It shows a cupboard that was previously built in the
room and was probably drawn by the carpenter.

20

The old hospital buildings are full of character with lots of
traditional details and layout. Their character and details
should be retained in any future “restoration”.

21

Traditional renders and plaster use lime mortar or weaker
cement. There are records of a lime kiln at Levuka which
would have made lime from coral. This lime would have been
used in mortars, plasters and renders and probably lime
wash paints. Modern cements are much harder and tend to
be used in stronger mixes. Patching a soft old material with a
modern hard material will not work.

22

In the ruins of the Masonic Centre, adjacent to the Town Hall,
you can see the makeup of the concrete used in old
structures in Levuka. This building had internal cladding part
way up the wall so the lower parts were never plastered. In
the photo the line in the plaster can be seen partway up the
wall. Below this are bands that show how formwork was used
and then moved up the wall for the next level. In each section
the aggregate visible is slightly different.

23

In this close view from near the former front door of the
Masonic Centre ruin the aggregate is visible. It includes
pebbles of all sizes and shells and pieces of glass. It is all set
in a fairly weak “concrete” that is a probably a either a lime
based material of a mixture of cement and lime. This is softer
than modern cements and if such masonry is to be repaired it
should be with matching material of the same strength. If the
repair is too strong it may crack of fall off or may cause the
softer original masonry to fail.

24

Sealing traditional materials such as masonry, stone and
timber does not work. Old soft materials contain and transmit
some moisture which needs to be able to dry out. They get
wet and dry out again and sealing them can trap moisture
inside. Spaces around and under buildings need to be
managed to allow some air flow to allow drying. Sealing
masonry can not only trap moisture in the material but drive it
higher in the wall. Sometimes sealants impregnate the
surface of stone and form a hard layer and then that whole
later falls off. Cement render can do this and lime based
plasters are better. Concrete floors can also drive ground
water up walls as there is nowhere else for it to evaporate.
The subfloors of timber buildings also need to be ventilated
so they can dry out.

25

If it sounds too good to be true it usually is – and it is often
expensive. It is best to analyse and solve problems causing
deterioration and then to repair using traditional materials and
methods. For example many modern paints are highly
durable in themselves but are non porous incompatible with
old paints and traditional materials and form a skin and peel
off.
If new products are to be used test them in a less important
location and see how they perform.

26

Repairs and conservation work should be done in the correct
traditional materials but this is not generally appropriate for
new structures. Mock-heritage structures can cause
confusion and detract from or overwhelm the original. New
buildings next to old buildings or large additions should be
sympathetic in location. The bulk, scale, proportions should
be compatible with the old structure adjacent and should use
sympathetic materials. It does not have to be a copy rather to
take a lead from the old in the design of the new.

27

The character of the Levuka main street verandahs is formed
by the shopfront joinery, the roofs, the painted signs and the
verandah posts which have similar spacing and are a similar
size. They vary in detail and some are new and some are old.
This overall character is important.

28

These small pipe posts don’t fit with the character but mock
heritage columns are not needed, rather square posts at
similar spacings to the original.

29

Using a building is important to conservation. Sometimes the
use itself is important to the heritage value. Many buildings in
Levuka are still used for the purpose for which they are
designed. For example the Town Hall, shops, schools,
churches and many houses. It is better to make compatible,
careful alterations or additions than to leave a building
vacant. Any changes should not remove the original materials
of the building and should “reversibe” – that is be able to be
removed without causing damage.

30

The Ovalau Club next to the Town Hall is no longer used.
When a building is used people notice the leak, notice a
broken window and arrange repairs. People look after
buildings when they use them. When a building is empty this
does not happen. Just a small leak can lead to large
problems such as termite damage and rot. Finding new uses
for old buildings, rather than building new ones, assists
heritage conservation.

31

Colour schemes for old buildings relate to the period of
construction and what paints were available and to the style.
They look best when painted appropriately.
In this New Zealand example an historic black and white
photo shows the windows and bargeboards on the gable
where painted darker than the walls – it also shows the
house before later additions on the right of the later photos.
The centre photo shows the place all painted grey and on the
right in colours based on research. Architectural features are
emphasised.

32

The Town Hall at Levuka is about to be painted. Research
has been carried out scraping back layers to reveal unusual
colours and details on the exterior. The wall is a greyish
colour but there are rendered lines which are painted black
(or dark grey). This would give the building a different and
distinct appearance.

33

Making things safe is important. This bridge balustrade is in
poor condition and proposed to be completely replaced.
Safety is important but there may be ways to retain it and
make it safe.
Similarly fire protection is sometimes required by authorities
and can be damaging. Protection may be achieved by other
methods such as external hydrants rather than by fitting
systems within a heritage structure.

34

The stairs (left photo) between the tower and choir at the
Sacred Heart Church need repair so people are safe.
The balustrades on the bridge may fall into the water and
damage the pipe adjacent or onto the footpath so have to be
repaired.

35

There examples are from Sydney and show some examples of caring
for old buildings.
Cecil Hills is in western Sydney. It was a farm for 170 years until the
area was developed for housing and a school.
The main farmhouse has been retained and its unusual construction,
and early detailing.

36

When the concrete verandah was lifted the original brick paving
remained. It was relayed returning the original character but is also
much better for the building allowing the ground to “breathe”.

37

The windows and doors were carefully repaired using traditional
techniques and materials. The glazier in the left photo is using oil based
putty to set the glass into. At right the painter is priming the glazing bars
before the installation of the glass.

38

Though not all the farm buildings are early they are a large early farm
complex and their retention adds to understanding the farm use.
Though the stable in the top photo is partly collapsed most of the
materials were there and could be rebuilt and a new roof added.

39

This very early building was built with large timber slabs and is a rare
example of this in Sydney. The slabs were salvaged and are seen at the
top laid out in order on the grass. It the bottom photo they have been
reassembled.

40

This tiny shed was propped up and repaired retaining the original
materials. Though small it uses an unusual roof material consisting of
flat iron sheets formed into a “pan”.

41

Rust can be a major problem in historic structures. This solid sandstone
pinnacle has been cracked right through by a rusted metal pin.

42

We see this in this example in Levuka. The masonry pilaster in the left
photo is badly cracked. In the next pilaster the face had cracked off
showing the cause. The steel reinforcing is rusted. When steel is rusted
like this it can double in size and it will keep rusting and blow off any
repairs. The only way is to remove all the rust from the steel, treat it to
stop rust and then replace the masonry. Sometimes the steel itself has
to be replaced.

43

In this building steel has also been used in horizontal bands and has
rusted here and blown off the render. This occurs when the steel is too
close to the surface and where water, oxygen and probably salt can get
in and cause the rust.

44

A worse example can be seen in the Masonic Centre ruin. In the thin
internal wall there was steel in the centre of the wall. It has rusted and
completely split the wall.

45

This is another view of the same wall showing the now exposed
reinforcing.
However in the thicker wall at the front, shown in earlier photos the
steel has more cover, that is, it is not so close to the surface, and has
not rusted and caused so much damage.

46

Plants are another cause of deterioration and roots can get into
masonry and cause damage. Trees like this that have strong roots need
to be killed and only when dead removed. Sometimes the roots have to
be left to rot as pulling them out would cause too much damage.

47

The plant growth in the channel wall probably indicates that they should
be removed and the mortar joints between stones filled.
If trees grow in walls like this they can collapse them.

48

This presentation was prepared by Jean Rice in 2015 for the workshop.

49

This talk is about the idea of “Heritage Conservation” and “Cultural
Heritage Significance” and the principals and approaches involved as
practiced in Australia.
The talk was prepared and presented by Jean Rice.

1

The main principal of “Heritage Conservation” is that the things we want
to keep, such as places and items, are looked after so that their values
to past, present and future generations are retained.
Key to this is recognising and respecting the existing identity and values
of each place.
To do this we must assess what the cultural heritage significance of
each place is so we know what to conserve.

2

The cultural heritage significance may be their aesthetic, historic,
scientific, social or spiritual values. Many things have multiple types of
values.
This significance, or value, is embodied in the fabric (or physical
materials of a place), its setting (such as the grounds and gardens), its
contents (such as furniture). It is also in documents (such as historic
records and photographs). Importantly it may also be in the continuing
use of the place, for example as a residence or school. The value can
also be in peoples memories and associations, peoples stories and
rememberance of places.

Conservation charters are used to guide approaches. In
Australia the Burra Charter of Australia ICOMOS is used,
named after the town where the meeting was held when the
charter was written. NZ has also developed its own charter
Charter that explains approaches and defines terms but
which is more inclusive of Maori culture..

3

The Burra Charter key ideas are that the place itself is important,
that is is important to understand it significance and also to
understand the actual building fabric, that is the materials of the
building or other items – what it is made of.
The significance should guide how decisions are made about a
place.
Another key principal is to do as much as is necessary and as little
as possible – to be cautious, to repair only what needs to be repaired
and not to overdo it.
It is also important to keep records of what has been done and why
to guide future works.
Town planners should use the Burra Charter terminology when

4

The Burra Charter also suggests that things should be done in logical order – it
is no good painting the interior if the roof is still leaking!
Maintenance might not be glamorous but it is one of the most important
processes of conservation – it is the continuous ongoing care.
Adaptation for compatible use is also a conservation process. A building that is
used is better looked after than one that is not.
However changes should be reversible, that is able to be easily removed to
return to the significant fabric.
When undertaking conservation specialised knowledge and skills and
traditional techniques should be used.

5

The conservation processes in the Burra Charter are:
Maintenance – continuous ongoing care
Preservation – preventing the deterioration of fabric
Restoration – replacing fabric in its original location
Reconstruction – rebuilding a known missing element
Adaptation – altering or adding to allow a new use or to meet the
changed needs of a significant continuing use.
Interpretation – telling the story of a place

6

This booklet called the Conservation Plan sets out the steps to follow to
plan for conservation of a place. Published in Australia by the NSW
National Trust it is now also used in New Zealand and the United
Kingdom. It can be downloaded from the Australia ICOMOS website.

7

It outlines three basic stages, each of which we will explain in more
detail:
First you should analyse a place and understand its significance.
Then develop policies for conservation.
Then manage and implement these policies.
This process should also feedback with information from
implementation leading to further analysis and possibly policy change.

8

The tasks in the analysis stage are outlined here.
First we identify what the place is that we are studying, its extent. We
should notify of any dangers and ensure they are made safe first.
Then research documentary evidence such as historical records,
photos, artworks, newspaper items etc. There may also be important
oral evidence from building users or local communities or former
occupants and the like. Then study the place itself and describe it and
its materials.
This evidence is then analysed and the significance assessed. This
also involves comparison with other related or similar places, the item
may be the first or last of its kind or a surviving example.
Then you can write the statement of significance.

9

To develop policy you then need to identify the obligations arising from
the statement of significance.
The physical condition may require certain types of attention, external
requirements such as planning rules are a factor and the owners needs
and financial and other resources. It is no good making grand plans if
the owner cannot finance them.
Then consider the range of policy options and test the impact on
significance before preparing final policies. Stakeholders should be
involved and have input.

10

The tasks in the management and implementation stage are outlined
here.
Strategies need to be developed for how to implement policies and you
should record a place before changes are made, for example take a set
of photos, make sketches or measured drawings.
Implementation should be guided by the management plan and the
place should then be managed and used in accordance with the
policies.
The effects should be monitored and reviewed and if necessary
changes made to policies etc. when they do not prove to be effective.
New information may come to light that requires change or adjustment
to policies.
T

11

This graph demonstrates the importance of maintenance.
It indicates that with regular small expenditure on maintenance repair
costs are minimised. If maintenance is delayed the costs increase
exponentially with overall much greater costs. If not attended to lack of
repair can eventually result in structural failures.

12

Another important tool for managing all buildings, but especially
heritage places is the maintenance plan.
These may include specifications, schedules and drawings of how work
is to be done.
It is good to list materials used in the building and colours of paints and
the like.
Also list the names and contact details of specialist trades people and
professional who have or could work on the place.

13

Maintenance guideline may be written specifically for a place where
there is an unusual issue or include more general guidelines for the
type of construction of structure.
Generic maintenance guidelines are available from a range of sources.
For example the NSW Heritage Office (now called division) has a set of
Guidelines called the “Maintenance of Heritage Assets”. However these
guidelines should be used with care and general guides should be
tailored to the individual place.

14

There is a range of publications available of the NSW Heritage Division
web site.
The web site is http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/Heritage/
publications/index.htm

15

There is also a range of publications available of the Australia ICOMOS
web site.
The web site is http://australia.icomos.org/
These include charters, the “Conservation Plan” and there is an
Australia ICOMOS Toolkit with links to many other resources.
http://australia.icomos.org/publications/australia-icomos-heritage-toolkit/

16

There is also a range of publications available from the US National
Parks Service known as the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for
Rehabilitation.
The web site is http://www.nps.gov/history/standards.htm
The Standards are intended to apply to specific rehabilitation projects in
a reasonable manner, taking into consideration economic and technical
feasibility.

17

There is also a range of more technical guidelines called preservation
briefs.
The web site is http://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/rehabilitation/rehab/
stand.htm
Though written for the United States many are generally applicable.

18

Historic Scotland also has a range of guidelines on their website.
Similarly though written for Scotland many are generally applicable.
Their web site is http://www.historic-scotland.gov.uk/index/heritage.htm

19

In conclusion, this is one of Jean’s favourite quotes from the respected
Indian social scientist, Moonis Raza. It expresses how our heritage is
important to all of us.

20

